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MESSAGE FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
We mean it when we say, “We are family.”
Our focus is sharp. Our aim is true. Our work is personal.
When a child walks through our doors, he or she encounters precisely the world you and I
would want for our own child. Ours is a safe and nurturing environment where students are
valued and cherished as individuals, while they are empowered through programs and schools
recognized as among the best in the state and nation.
In our schools, students encounter new worlds to explore and new challenges to conquer
learning, always learning. It’s an exciting path that leads to both academic success and
emotional intelligence. It happens this way because we take your child’s achievements
personally. Here, your child really is family.
The men and women who educate and nurture the children of our McAllen community are
dedicated to their work. They immerse themselves in the noble mission of inspiring our
children and our community to increasingly greater achievement. Our people are excellent
educators and staff whose dedication ensures our students lay a foundation that catapults
them to triumph in adulthood.
We are determined to continually improve upon the educational offerings that help our
students reap a lifetime of success because that’s what you do for family.
Sincerely,
J. A. Gonzalez, Ed.D.
Superintendent
McAllen ISD
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An Introduction

INTRODUCTION
Desire is the key to motivation, but it’s determination and commitment to an unrelenting pursuit of your goal
- a commitment to excellence – that will enable you to attain the success you seek.
- Mario Andretti, Indy 500 Champion

How does one measure a school district’s success? Is it a calculation of test scores and graduation data?
Is it a summation of college acceptance letters or scholarships and grants? Is it a matter of surmising how
happy and challenged students might be and/or how involved parents have become and how valued an
employee might feel?
We believe it is all those things and so much more. It’s a sentiment that is supported by the people who
make up our schools and by the greater school community. This sentiment became very apparent when
the school district reached out to the community during the late spring and summer of 2016 for input as we
worked to create our Strategic Plan. This comprehensive living document is designed to keep us on the path
of continuous improvement.
Through focus group sessions, surveys, town hall meetings, and a series of full-day workshop meetings,
students, parents, and other members of our community joined teachers and other employees in identifying
our call to action. Establishing our mission, identifying goals and beginning the process of pinpointing key
goals, we outlined where we are today. We established this framework to work, to refine, and to redirect
our aim. To create alignment, we included the four goals that guide the superintendent’s evaluation. In the
interest of transparency and accountability, this framework is available to the public.
This framework of goals ensures all members of our school community are working to improve. It shines
light on every facet of the school district, including student-centered and inquiry-based learning in prekindergarten through the 12th grade, support programs, extracurricular activities, finance, maintenance,
transportation, marketing, child nutrition, wellness, human resources, safety and security and more. Through
this process, the district also lays out the metrics by which we gauge our progress—further spotlighting our
determination to be accountable and transparent to our community.
This responsibility requires extensive planning and foresight. It is intensified when it works in sync with a
supportive and involved community. For this reason, we will make the greater community aware of this plan
through a series of presentations, including town hall meetings, community group sessions and an annual
review. In addition, the plan will be posted on our website for full disclosure, and it will be updated yearly.
This is the framework that guides our decisions.
MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Mission & Vision

Vision

The McAllen Independent School District is a multicultural
community in which students are enthusiastically and
actively engaged in the learning process. Students
demonstrate academic excellence in a safe, nurturing
and challenging environment enhanced by technology
and the contributions of the total community.

Mission

The mission of the McAllen Independent School District
is to educate all students to become lifelong learners
and productive citizens in a global society through a
program of educational excellence utilizing technology
and actively involving parents and the community.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Goal 1

Goal 1: Student Achievement/Student Focus
McAllen ISD Strategic Plan

• Develop a District Strategic Plan soliciting input from students, employees, parents, and community
representatives through town hall meetings, print/online surveys, focus group sessions, and full-day
Lead Group Meetings.
• Initiate the creation of a District Report Card, which demonstrates the District’s and campus’ academic
progress.
• Communicate the District Strategic Plan and District Report Card through community-based presentation
events, such as Board workshops and meetings, Town Hall meetings, community organization meetings,
and an Annual Review.
• Initiate the development of a survey, which measures the quality of community interaction with school
district staff.
• Continue to improve and refine the Strategic Plan.
• Continue to update the community regarding the District Strategic Plan.
Conduct facility needs assessment to identify greatest structural needs to maximize student achievement.

Advanced Academics

• Dual Credit Program/Concurrent Enrollment – DC courses provides students both high school and
college credit. Students are both enrolled in college and high school concurrently (CTE and Academic).
• Increase the percentage of students graduating with dual credit hours.
• Increase the percentage of students graduating with Associates Degrees.
• Increase the percentage of Special Education student’s graduating with dual credit hours.
• Increase the percentage of English Language Learners graduating with dual credit hours.
• Expand dual credit program offering through STC/UTRGV and other university partnerships.
• Develop mechanisms to promote the expanded academic programs offered, illustrating McAllen ISD as
a District of Choice.

Advanced Placement

1. Enhance the McAllen ISD Advanced Placement Comprehensive Plan
• Increase the number of students taking AP Courses/Exams.
• Increase the number of AP exams administered.
• Increase the number of AP exams scoring 3, 4 or 5.
• Increase the number of students scoring a 3, 4 or 5 on AP.
• Increase the number of AP Scholars.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Achieve Early College High School currently serves 490 students.

• Develop a comprehensive needs assessment to review facilities, staffing, and associated
expenditures.
• Increase the percentage of AECHS seniors earning associates degrees greater than 86%.
• Establish Achieve Early College High School at Lincoln Middle School.

International Baccalaureate Program at Lamar Academy

Middle Years and Diploma Program currently serves 430 students. Target enrollment is 600 students.
Recruit students to participate in the IB Programme at Lamar Academy.
• Develop a comprehensive needs assessment to review current science labs, classroom facilities,
staffing, and all associated expenditures.
• Increase retention of students through meaningful advisement and counseling, assignment of
teacher mentors, study groups, and advisory periods.
• Continue to implement retention of at-risk entering freshman and juniors through the summer
bridge camp, RTI, retention specialist counseling and guidance, plans of action to close the gap
between entering freshman and seniors.
• Increase number of students receiving IB Diplomas greater than 66.
• Increase the percentage of IB Diploma seniors earning certificates greater than 20 within 2 years.   
• Increase the percentage of seniors receiving of IB Diplomas and certificates to 93%.

Lamar Academy and De Leon Middle Years Programme will meet all evaluation standards.
• Develop a comprehensive needs assessment to review practices.
• Create an action plan to target areas of growth.

Alvarez, Perez and Roosevelt Primary Years Programme will meet all evaluation standards.
• Develop a comprehensive needs assessment to review practices.
• Create an action plan to target areas of growth.

Career Technical Education

• Conduct a comprehensive academic review of current program and services to ensure alignment of
CTE courses, licenses and certificates to local and regional industry needs.
• Increase enrollment in CTE courses through academic advisement on HB 5 endorsements.
• Increase opportunities to participate in internships and entrepreneurial opportunities through
academic advisement.
• Increase the recruitment of CTE teachers aligned to local and regional industry and MISD courses.
• Increase number of students receiving licenses and certificates through tutoring/prep sessions and
testing opportunities.
• Increase the number of earned licenses and certificates.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Dual Language Program:
Develop a comprehensive plan to implement a high quality dual language program at selected
elementary campuses and expand dual language program into middle schools and high schools.
• Create a strategic design team/focus group to research effective dual language programs
around the state and replicate best practices in our district.
• Increase the percentage of students participating in dual language programs.
• Increase the percentage of dual language students who are mastering STAAR.
• Increase the percentage of dual language students earning dual enrollment hours, licenses
and certificates.
Accountability Domain 1 & 3 Graduation Rate Highest of 4th, 5th, or 6th Year

The graduation rate component of the Student Achievement domain includes the best of the 4th, 5th, or 6th
year high school graduation rates.
Note: Source : July 2018 Texas Education Agency Secure Enviroment (TEASE) Completed data lags one
year behind
• Achieve Early College High School - 100%
• Lamar Academy - 99.1%
• McAllen High School - 94.9%
• Memorial High School - 93.7%
• Rowe High School - 93.2%
• District - 94.5%
Execute the existing joint district/campus progress monitoring system of support to increase the Four Year
Longitudinal Graduation Rate.

Accountability Domain 1 & 3 College, Career, and Military Readiness (CCMR):
The CCMR component of the student achievement domain measures graduate’s preparedness for
college, the workforce, or the military. One point is given for each annual graduate who accomplishes
any one of the CCMR indicators, except for CTE coherent sequence graduates who earn one-half
point credit for coursework completion and credit aligned with industry-based certifications.
The percentages are calculated as follows:
• Achieve Early College High School - 100%
• Lamar Academy - 93%
• McAllen High School - 93%
• Memorial High School - 93%
• Rowe High School - 92%
• District - 93%
MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Annual Drop Out Rate

Calculations determined by dividing the number of students in grades 9 – 12 designated as having dropped
out by the number of students enrolled in grades 9 -12, at any time, during the 2016-2017 school year.
Note: Source : July 2018 Texas Education Agency Secure Enviroment (TEASE) Completed data lags one
year behind
The annual dropout rate for AY 2016-2017 percentages were the following:
• Achieve Early College High School: 0%
• McAllen High School: 1.0%
• Memorial High School: 0.7%
• Rowe High School: 0.4%
• District - 0.7%
Execute the existing joint district/campus progress monitoring system of support to reduce Annual Dropout
Rate to 1% by 2020.

Attendance Rating

Calculations are based on student attendance for the entire school year for 1st through 12th grade levels
for the current school year. Note: Source: McAllen ISD PEIMS
Execute the newly developed joint district/campus progress monitoring system of support to increase District
Attendance Rate to be greater than 95.3%.
• Elementary School Target Maintain 97%
• Middle School Target Maintain 96%
• High School Target Greater than or above 93%

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Comprehensive High School

Execute the comprehensive academic review to progress monitor students and their growth has been
developed for the following indicators:
• Attendance
• Grades
• STAAR Test EOC Benchmarks
• TSI
• Enrollment in two advanced/dual credit courses
• Enrollment in a coherent sequence of CTE courses

STAAR (State of Texas Assessment of Academic Readiness)

In alignment to Domain 1 of the State Accountability Rating System – Student Achievement Domain
Execute the existing joint district/campus progress monitoring system of support for the teachers of the
following testing subjects:
• Reading and Mathematics, Grades 3 – 8
• Writing, Grade 4 and 7
• Science at Grade 5 and 8
• Social Studies at Grade 8
• End of Course Assessments for
○○
○○
○○
○○
○○

English I
English II
Algebra I
Biology
U.S. History

• Increase the number of Level II, Post - secondary readiness, Level III Advanced Performance.
• Decrease the number of students who did not reach Level II and higher performance.
In alignment to Domain 2 of the State Accountability Rating System – School Progress Domain
(Part A: Academic Growth and Part B: Relative Performance)
Execute the existing joint district/campus progress monitoring system of support for the teachers of the
following testing subjects:
• Reading and Mathematics, Grades 3 – 8
• End of Course Assessments for
○○ English II

○○ Algebra I

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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In alignment to Domain 3 of the State Accountability Rating System –
Closing the Gaps Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA)
Execute the existing joint district/campus progress monitoring system of support for the teachers of the
following testing subjects:
• Reading and Mathematics, Grades 3 – 8
• Writing, Grade 4 and 7
• Science at Grade 5 and 8
• Social Studies at Grade 8
• End of Course Assessments for
○○ English I
○○ English II
○○ Algebra I
○○ Biology
○○ U.S. History
In alignment to Postsecondary Readiness of the State Accountability Rating System –
Campus / District Distinctions
Execute the existing joint district/campus progress monitoring system of support for the teachers of the
following testing subjects:
• Reading and Mathematics, Grades 3 – 8
• Writing, Grade 4 and 7
• Science at Grade 5 and 8
• Social Studies at Grade 8
• End of Course Assessments for
○○ English I
○○ English II
○○ Algebra I
○○ Biology
○○ U.S. History
STEAM+ is the McAllen ISD instructional framework that supports teaching and learning across all disciplines
with a focus on 21st Century Skills, Social – Emotional Intelligence, and 7 Competencies.
○○ Develop a comprehensive plan to evaluate the effectiveness of STEAM+ framework and its
impact on student achievement.
○○ Train staff on STEAM+ framework.
○○ Allocate funds to campuses to support implementation of STEAM+.
○○ Measure program effectiveness through student achievement results, engagement in STEAM+
activities.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Goal 2

Goal 2: People Development
Customer Service and Community Interaction
• Continue strengthening our “Customer Service” oriented culture district-wide with regular staff
training sessions and implementation of recognition programs.
• Enhance effectiveness of consumer interaction and maximize customer service to demonstrate
McAllen ISD as the District of Choice.

Financial Literacy

Continue strengthening our district-wide Financial Literacy program for our students, parents, and employees.
Marketing Strategy
Leverage advertising, community outreach, employee outreach, video outreach,
and public relations to brand and market McAllen ISD as the “District of Choice”.

Leadership

Continue development of a district-wide leadership program focused on employee
development to create an environment where the district is leading employees
and managing processes.
Staffing

• Validate and adhere to campus staffing guidelines.  
• Develop multi-year strategic staffing plan to ensure staffing levels
are in alignment with student enrollment requirements.

New Hires
• Provide and evaluate on-boarding processes for all new hires to maximize effectiveness, to
include follow-up with new employees after 90 days.
• Ensure new employees receive necessary information and training.
Retention
• Analyze resignation exit interviews to identify operational improvement opportunities.
• Increase visibility of HR team at campuses and departments to maximize customer service and
identify/resolve employee issues.
• Decrease teacher turnover by 2-3% annually.

Succession Planning

• Finalize succession plans for all non-campus mission critical positions by end of 2018-2019.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Recruitment

• Target critical needs and resources to maximize recruiting effectiveness.
• Ensure district is in compliance with staffing qualification requirements.

Safe Work Environment/Emergency Management Procedures

Continue the implementation and training of the Emergency Response Information Portal (ERIP) for 31
school campuses and all 40 McAllen ISD District Buildings.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Goal 3

Goal 3: Facility Priorities
• The completed MGT of America Consulting Report, with input from community 
based
presentations, Board workshops, community forums, focus groups, and District website led to
the finalized and approved Facilities Education Master Plan (FEMP).
• Manage the number of completed work orders at a rate of 10,000 (5% variance), over a
12-month period.
• Continue the replacement of HVAC chill water units based on the priority need established by
FMO at a rate of five units in a 12-month period.
• Continue to monitor the implementation of Campus Priority/Safety Plan.
○○ Continue the replacement of the number of fire alarm systems based on the priority need
established by FMO at a rate of two systems over a 12-month period.
○○ Finalize the installation or replacement of all Elementary and Middle School Safety Door
entrances.
• Maintain an average CASTLE score of 20 or better across each category that enhances a
quality learning environment conducive to academic success.
• Continue the development of a Major Equipment Replacement Plan on an annual basis
(reference FEMP).
○○ 5 Maintenance vehicles
○○ 3 Riding mowers/tractor
○○ 3 Trailers
• Continue the implementation of the Educational Suitability Plan on an annual basis (reference
FEMP).
○○ Replace all chalkboards with whiteboards
○○ Replace carpet with VCT tile in all classrooms
○○ Districtwide painting will continue.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Goal 4

Goal 4: Financial Priorities
The Superintendent manages a Budget Development, Budget Implementation, and Budget Monitoring
process that reflects Sound Business and Fiscal Practices and that Supports District Goals.
Budget Development :
• Budget Plan aligns with Board Fund Balance and Cash Flow priorities.
• Provide for a reasonable staff compensation plan.
• Maintain a reasonable tax collection rate.
• Provide for stable per pupil expenditure.
• Develop a contingency plan.
Budget Implementation :
• Recommended budget is in line with established assumptions and district priorities.
Budget Monitoring :
• Provide monthly financial reports showing implementation compared to adopted budget.
• Provide information that includes evidence that district practices are sound, cost effective and
consistent with district policy and law.
Sound Business and Fiscal Practices :
• End of year results are generally consistent with adopted budget
• Administrative procedures are instituted to increase operational efficiency, customer service,
and reduce the risk of fraud.
• Provide additional transparency to public education finance and meaningful financial oversight
and improvement for school districts.
Supports District Goals :
• Maintain financial stability in the District to achieve the most effective and efficient use of
taxpayer dollars, while maintaining excellent academic, extracurricular programs, technology
and facility improvements.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Call To Action

Every student acquires future-ready knowledge and
skills through diverse opportunities to successfully
compete, innovate and adapt in an ever-changing global
community.
We believe …..
• in opportunity and choice to develop competitive skill
sets.
• all students can learn.
• students are empowered when they believe in their
ability
to learn and take responsibility for their
learning.
• parents and students learn best when they are
challenged.
• in safe environments where students are engaged
and free to take risks that result in ethical citizens with
an entrepreneurial spirit.
• personal relationships and positive interaction
between teachers and students are necessary.
• schools are places where ALL students can be
successful in life and career.
• transparency promotes voice, creativity, and
accountability.
• inclusive and equal opportunities strengthen everyone.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Learner Attributes and Outcomes

LEARNER
ATTRIBUTES
The learner is:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Confident
Organized
Optimistic
Adaptable
Collaborative
Ethical
Resilient
Empathetic
Self-disciplined
Socially engaged
Principled
Open-minded
Reflective
A critical thinker
Multicultural
Inquisitive
An innovator
Resourceful
A problem-solver
A risk-taker
A competitor
Creative
A communicator
Demonstrates
academic and artistic
skills

LEARNER
OUTCOMES
Every student will:

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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• Engage in critical reading and writing daily across the
curriculum.
• Apply problem-solving and innovative skills daily
across the curriculum.
• Consistently demonstrate ethical, respectful and
compassionate characteristics and behavior.
• Be active, ethical and compassionate members of the
community through service and citizen participation.
• Explore career and development options and set goals
for their personal plan.
• Practice communication skills confidently and
effectively utilizing a variety of mediums.
• Work collaboratively to address specific global issues.
• Graduate prepared for college and/or career.

THE PROCESS
FOR THE PLAN
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Strategy One

STRATEGY 1: BRANDING

We will effectively and continuously communicate and market the district’s
mission, strengths, successes and diverse opportunities for every learner.

OBJECTIVES:
1.1 Create a captivating marketing and branding program that incorporates a variety of 		
communication methods.
1.2 Create a feedback mechanism that monitors and directs our targeted marketing and branding
communication efforts.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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YEAR 1 – SELECTED SPECIFIC RESULTS
While all the specific results listed under each goal are important, the strategic design team selected the
following to be accomplished in year one.

1.1 Create a captivating marketing and branding program that
incorporates a variety of communication methods.

Action Steps:

1. Create district marketing team with representation from
departments, campuses and parents.
2. Promote academic and extracurricular student, staff and program
successes by utilizing a variety of methods, including the website.
3. Use geo-fencing at public events to provide targeted messaging
    through social media at specific physical sites.
4. Develop a unified message based on the strategic plan and
data obtained from the community to captivate the families who
have withdrawn from the district.
5. Develop partnership with local day care and Head Start programs.
6. Establish a community center environment in our schools and
maximize the facilities for the community with a written policy in
place.
During the 2016-2017 School Year, the District implemented all Objectives and Action Steps, including those identified
for Year Two. See Performance Metrics.

YEAR 2 (2017-2018) – SELECTED SPECIFIC RESULTS
Action Steps:

1. Continue to work with district marketing team representing school community.
2. Promote Academic/Extracurricular successes utilizing variety of methods, including website.
3. Use geo-fencing at public events to provide targeted messaging through social media at sites.
4. Develop unified message based on strategic plan to captivate families who have withdrawn from district.
5. Develop partnership with local daycares and Head Start Programs.
6. Establish community center environment in schools and maximize facilities for community.
7. Review data collected via existing surveys.
8. Develop Focus Group Sessions.
9. Explore methods to reinforce and elevate the Brand.
10. Strengthen connections to the community.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Strategy Two

STRATEGY 2: ATTRACT/RETAIN HIGH QUALITY STAFF
We will attract, recruit, develop and retain high quality staff.

OBJECTIVES:
2.1 Provide incentives to attract and retain staff.
2.2 Create and deploy recruiters to attract high quality staff.
2.3 Implement a collaborative professional learning model that integrates district staff, resources
and teacher leaders.
2.4 Recognize, support and encourage staff to consistently increase morale and staff retention.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Strategy Three

STRATEGY 3: ENGAGING LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

We will foster a secure, supportive, rigorous and engaging learning
environment.

Engaging
Learning
Environment
OBJECTIVES:
3.1 Implement a student-learning framework that will focus on rigorous instruction, emotional
intelligence and competitive job skills.
3.2 Create an alumni association to build relationships and leverage community resources to
support real-world applications in the classroom.
3.3 Infuse science, technology, engineering, arts, and math applications into our instruction to
produce authentic learning experiences.
3.4 Create a secure, world-class learning environment that meets the social, emotional, and
educational needs of every student to ensure all students meet their full potential.
MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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YEAR 1 – SELECTED SPECIFIC RESULTS
While all the specific results listed under each goal are important, the strategic design team selected the
following specific results to be accomplished in year one.

3.1 Implement a student-learning framework that will focus on rigorous instruction, emotional
intelligence and competitive job skills. *
Action Steps:
1. Create tiered professional development training in the student learning
framework for instructional staff on classroom management, valueadded progress monitoring system of support, pedagogy and core
content.
2. Develop lines of communication with teachers to include suggestion
boxes and surveys (twice a year) to collect information on resources
needed to support the framework.
3. Define and clarify rigor, emotional intelligence and competitive job
skills regarding tiered professional development services.
4. Conduct pre and post focus group meetings to review feedback
and address concerns with campus administration and instructional
campus staff.
5. Define and identify the who, what, when, where and why of professional
development to be delivered at every campus and/or district, all based
on need.

During the 2016-2017 School Year, the District implemented all Objectives and Action Steps, including those identified for
Year Two. See Performance Metrics.

YEAR 2 (2017-2018) – SELECTED SPECIFIC RESULTS
Action Steps:

1. Continue work on Action Steps identified as “Ongoing” and “In Progress”.

* See Addendum II.
MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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LEADERSHIP MODEL*:
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A key element in our quest for continuous improvement also centers on the individual. It is best explained
through our new leadership model. Our model centers on the instructional core perspective through high
level content, strong teacher skill and student engagement. It emphasizes the business perspective (total
quality management), synergistic relationships, continuous improvement through self-evaluation, and the
creation of systems and processes that enhance the learning and working environment. It also embraces the
development of one’s emotional intelligence
through self-awareness,
Leadership
Model self-regulation, motivation, empathy,
and social skills, creating a positive culture and climate in our learning environment assuring a sense of
belonging. District-wide training on our leadership model is underway to include all employees and students.
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* See Addendum II.
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Strategy Four

STRATEGY 4: RIGOROUS / WORLD CLASS STANDARDS CUSTOMIZED
FOR EVERY LEARNER
We will utilize national and global standards to customize learning for every
learner.
OBJECTIVES:
4.1 Identify, align, and apply national and international academic standards to develop an
enriched curriculum for student growth and success.
4.2 Individualize learning through a diverse and rigorous curriculum to challenge and
motivate every learner.

Uniquely advanced frameworks for student learning

McAllen ISD operates under two unique and individualized advanced academic learning frameworks that
drive student growth—STEAM+ (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts plus Emotional Intelligence, and
Mathematics) and International Baccalaureate. All schools in Texas deliver the state curriculum—the Texas
Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS), but at McAllen ISD our mindset is to go beyond the standard. We offer
two unique and individualized advanced academic learning frameworks that drive student growth. *

STEAM+*: This framework is rich in depth, complexity and rigor, while also building a student’s emotional

intelligence. Teachers tie their lessons to creativity, innovation, critical thinking and problem solving,
with a strong emphasis on technology. The STEAM+ Framework is in place at Bonham, Castañeda,
Escandon, Fields, Garza, Gonzalez, Hendricks, Houston, Jackson, McAuliffe, Milam, Rayburn, Sanchez,
Seguin, Thigpen-Zavala, and Wilson Elementary Schools, Brown, Cathey, Fossum, Morris, and Travis
Middle Schools, along with McAllen High School, Memorial High School, Rowe High School, Options
at Lamar Academy, Achieve Early College High School and the Instruction and Guidance Center.

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE*: IB is a globally recognized, rigorous curriculum. It aims to educate
all students to become lifelong learners and productive citizens in an ever-changing global society through a
comprehensive, academically rigorous program of studies that utilizes technology and community resources.
Alvarez, Perez, and Roosevelt Elementary Schools are part of the Primary Years Program, De Leon Middle
School is part of the Middle Years Program, and IB at Lamar Academy houses a Middle Years Program along
with the Diploma Programme.

* See Addendum II.
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YEAR 1 – SELECTED SPECIFIC RESULTS
While all the specific results listed under each goal are important, the strategic design team selected the
following to be accomplished in year one.

4.1 Identify, align and apply national and international
academic standards to develop an enriched
curriculum for student growth and success.
Action Steps:

1. Form a diversified committee inclusive of stakeholders
    to research, identify and define national and international
standards in all curriculum areas.
2. The diversified committee of stakeholders researches
existing systems and programs that implement a globally
focused and interdisciplinary curriculum and makes
recommendations.
3. Expand teacher development to align and bridge
internationally-recognized assessments and curriculum
standards (ACT, PSAT, SAT, AP, IB, professional licenses
and certifications, etc.) to the curriculum.
4. Integrate current local and global issues into the school curriculum throughout all grade levels, such as
global media, political discussion, etc.
5. Research the effects of utilizing Pre-AP/AP and GT instruction strategies for all students.
6. Develop an alumni and parent of alumni feedback program to track alumni career and college readiness
success rates.
7. Enhance the opportunities for all students to participate in challenging curriculum and course offerings.
8. Research different block schedules for implementation.
9. Develop minimum standards to increase Family Engagement through the creation of interactive activities
that produce meaningful open communication between teachers, students, and parent/guardians.

During the 2016-2017 School Year, the District implemented all Objectives and Action Steps, including those identified
for Year Two. See Performance Metrics.

YEAR 2 (2017-2018) – SELECTED SPECIFIC RESULTS
Action Steps:

1. Continue work on Action Steps identified as “Ongoing” and “In Progress”.
MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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YEAR 2 – SELECTED SPECIFIC RESULTS
While all the specific results listed under each goal are important, the strategic design team selected the
following to be accomplished in year two.

4.2 Individualize learning through a diverse and rigorous curriculum to challenge and motivate
every learner
Action Steps:
1. Implement state mandated quality District bilingual/ESL
programs that meet the academic and linguistic needs of
English Learners and include various program models:
one-way dual language model, two-way dual language
model, early exit bilingual model, and ESL model.
2. Provide professional development and instructional
resources to teachers to ensure success of program.
3. Form a diversified committee of stakeholders to research
the effective and successful implementation of dual
language programs at the secondary level.
4. Expand dual language program into middle schools by 20182019 and high school by 2021-2022.
5. Expand learning opportunities for students participating in
secondary dual language programs that lead toward
    licenses and certificates.
6. Create a dual language focus group to support dual
language at all dual language campuses.
7. Evaluate bilingual/ESL programs on a yearly basis and
progress monitor the academic success of students
participating in program.

Bilingual Education Programs
One-way Dual Language (DL)
A biliteracy (speaking, reading & writing) model.
Serves only students identified as limited English
proficient. This model provides instruction in both
English and the student’s home/native language.

Two-way Dual Language
A biliteracy (speaking, reading & writing) model.
Integrates students who speak English and those
who speak another language. This model provides
instruction in both English and the student’s home /
native language.

Transitional-Early Exit
A bilingual model that serves a student identified
as limited English proficient in both English and
Spanish and eventually transfers the student to
English-only instruction.

English as a Second Language (ESL)
Intensive programs of instruction designed to develop
proficiency in listening, speaking, reading, and
writing in the English language. In prekindergarten
through Grade 8, instructional time in English as a
second language may vary.

During the 2016-2017 School Year, the District implemented all Objectives and Action Steps, including those identified
for Year Two. See Performance Metrics.

YEAR 2 (2017-2018) – SELECTED SPECIFIC RESULTS
Action Steps:

1. Continue work on Action Steps identified as “Ongoing” and “In Progress”.
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Strategy Five

STRATEGY 5: PARTNERSHIPS WITH BUSINESS / CIVIC /
EDUCATION ORGANIZATIONS

We will develop and strengthen bonds with the business, education and civic
communities to provide engaging learning opportunities.

OBJECTIVES:

5.1 Create reciprocal partnerships with educational, business and civic entities to develop
internship programs.
5.2 Create formalized agreements with educational, business and civic entities to develop
mentorship programs.
5.3 Utilize a broad range of media to communicate real-time district opportunities, which
encompass jobs, academic, business partnerships and district activities.
5.4 Utilize a variety of authentic learning venues expanding the educational classroom to
include field experiences and enrichment programs during the calendar year.
MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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YEAR 1 – SELECTED SPECIFIC RESULTS
While all the specific results listed under each goal are important, the strategic design team selected the
following specific results to be accomplished in year one.

5.3 Utilize a broad range of media to communicate real-time district opportunities, which would
encompass jobs, academic and business partnerships, and district activities.
Action Steps:
1. Research media used by district
consumers, peers and competitors.
2. Communicate via multiple modes
who is the point person for equity in
student support services to provide
accessibility to all programs and
student activities.
3. Establish multiple feedback avenues
for the public coordinated through one
central person.
4. Provide process clarity through a
student handbook, and through flowcharts for departments and campus.
5. Establish orientation procedures for
new students and parents, such as
welcome packets per campus.
6. Make communication a point of
evaluation for campus and central
administration leaders through a performance measurement system.

During the 2016-2017 School Year, the District implemented all Objectives and Action Steps, including those identified
for Year Two. See Performance Metrics.

YEAR 2 (2017-2018) – SELECTED SPECIFIC RESULTS
Action Steps:

1. Continue work on Action Steps identified as “Ongoing” and “In Progress”.
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Strategy Six

STRATEGY 6: FUTURE-READY STUDENTS

We will foster principled students who learn, adapt, and innovate in response to
their ever-changing environment.

OBJECTIVES:

6.1 Create a student-led mentoring program on ALL campuses for every student.
6.2 Implement a capstone community service component at each grade level that is focused
on adaptive and innovative ideas that identify and resolve real world issues.
6.3 Create teacher trainings to facilitate the use of innovative and adaptable technologies to
teach future-ready students.
6.4 Implement non-traditional scheduling, such as block scheduling, to allow greater
flexibility for students and teachers.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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YEAR 1 – SELECTED SPECIFIC RESULTS
While all the specific results listed under each goal are important, the strategic design team selected the
following to be accomplished in year one.
6.2 Implement a capstone community service component at each grade level that is focused on
adaptive and innovative ideas that identify and resolve real world issues.
Action Steps:
1. The strategic planning committee (including members of the “design team”) will provide a district    developed definition of “Capstone community service project” to all stakeholders.
2. The strategic planning committee will establish a leadership team (consisting of teachers, students,
parents, and community members) to determine how best to incorporate a Capstone community service
project at the elementary, middle school, and high school levels.
3. Each campus will establish a steering committee (teachers, students, parents, and community members)
    to lead a project based on the definition of the Capstone community service project.
4. The campus steering committee will define the project outcomes and goals and what skills will be used for
the Capstone community service project.
5. Each campus will identify an individual to coordinate the projects.
6. Each campus will develop a communication/marketing plan to formalize what the campus is doing and to
reach out to the community at the city, district, and campus level.
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Strategy Seven

STRATEGY 7: FINANCIAL PRIORITIES

We will conduct a budget development, implementation, and monitoring
process that reflects sound business and fiscal practices that support district
goals.
OBJECTIVES:
7.1 Prepare budget plan aligned with financial priorities while providing for competitive, market-based
compensation plan, adequate per pupil spending and contingency planning.
7.2 Continue to provide financial transparency and meaningful monitoring, while demonstrating that
budget is in line with established priorities.
7.3 Maintain financial stability in the District to achieve the most effective and efficient use of taxpayer
dollars, while maintaining excellent academic and extracurricular programs, along with technology
and facility improvements.
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With almost 23,000 students attending 31 campuses, our
combined school community collects countless success
stories. We aim to articulate our story in a way that is
inspiring and engaging. In the process, we will reveal
how we operate and how we are transforming learning for
students as we work to ensure they continue to excel in
our global economy.

“Our district is not about programs and initiatives.
We’re about people and giving them a voice to share their ideas
and their perspectives, setting our students free to learn.”
Dr. Gonzalez, Superintendent
We value the work that we have achieved together, and
we are determined to take our district to the next level.
The power of McAllen ISD lies in its people, and this
extends to all stakeholders in our community. We humbly thank you for being part of this process.
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Performance Metrics

McAllen Independent School District
DOCUMENT DESCRIPTORS & COMPONENTS
In the interest of transparency to the community and to establish a feedback mechanism that fuels the District’s focus
on continual improvement, the McAllen ISD Strategic Plan Performance Metrics was created. This was done by
following these steps:

Strategy

The McAllen Independent School District Strategic Plan Living Document was created and posted on the District
website. In addition, the District utilized marketing push cards and distributed them at key community locations and
events to make the public aware of the plan. The Strategic Plan compiles all data developed through the work of the
community-based District Strategic Design Committee. This includes six District Strategies identified by the committee,
along with Strategy Seven, which was added by the District.
 Strategy One – Branding
 Strategy Two – Attract/Retain High Quality Staff
 Strategy Three – Engaging Learning Environment
 Strategy Four – Rigorous/World Class Standards Customized for Every Learner
 Strategy Five – Partnerships with Business/Civic Education/Organizations
 Strategy Six – Future-Ready Students
 Strategy Seven – Financial Priorities
In addition, the District added the goals by which the Superintendent is evaluated, which includes Goal 1 – Student
Achievement/Student Focus, Goal 2 – People Development, Goal 3 - Facilities Priorities, and Goal 4 – Financial
Priorities.

Status

“Complete/Ongoing” indicates that the Action Step is complete and in constant refinement. “In Progress” indicates that
the Action Step is still in the development phase.

Action Steps

The District Strategic Design Committee wrote specific objectives under each strategy, stipulating which objectives
would be addressed during the 2016-2017 School Year (Year One). This community-based committee also outlined
“Action Steps” that would be addressed during Year One.

Performance Metrics

To create a seamless process for continual analysis and review, the Superintendent’s Executive Leadership Team
(ELT) established as a goal the District’s need to create Performance Metrics to measure action taken on each of the
identified objectives. This includes the objectives that were not targeted by the community-based committee to be
addressed during the 2016-2017 School Year. To do this specialized work, ELT created seven Strategic Design Teams,
each comprised of individuals representing the targeted areas. These are:
 Curriculum & Instruction Strategic Design Team
 Marketing & Branding Strategic Design Team
 Finance Strategic Design Team
 People Development Strategic Design Team
 General Operations Strategic Design Team
 Technology Strategic Design Team
 Instructional Services Strategic Design Team
To create an efficient communications system for the Strategic Design Teams, ELT created Google Classrooms, which
are utilized to deliver instruction, store information, and provide a platform for discussion. These Google Classrooms
include the following:
 Legislatives Updates
 Professional Learning Community (PLC)
 Joint Elementary & Secondary Networks
 Director Calibration Meeting (DCM)
 McAllen ISD Student Ambassadors
 Curriculum & Instruction Design Team (C&I)
 Emergency Management Procedures
 Instructional Leadership Seminar (ILS)
 Administration Building Incident Team
 Instructional Leadership Institute (ILI)
 Lead McAllen
 Vertical Team Meeting for Principals
 Science Technology Engineering Arts
 Assistant Principals Instructional Leadership
Mathematics – Plus (STEAM+)
Seminar (ILS)
 Executive Leadership Team (ELT)
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STRATEGY 1: BRANDING

We will effectively and continuously communicate and market the district’s
mission, strengths, successes and diverse opportunities for every learner.
SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR SPECIFIC RESULTS IN YEAR 1 (2016-2017)

Objective 1.1 Create a captivating marketing and branding program that
incorporates a variety of communication methods.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Create district marketing team with
representation from departments,
campuses and parents.

Complete/
Ongoing

Promote Academic/Extracurricular
successes utilizing variety of
methods, including website.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Performance Metrics – Year 1(2016-2017)
 The Marketing & Branding Strategic Design Team was
established to include 18 members - 2 parents, 3 principals, 2
teachers, and 11 department staff (to include a newly hired
Marketing Specialist). Six monthly meetings have been
scheduled. Five meetings have been completed to date.
 The Team’s objective is to provide input and feedback to the
District’s marketing employees as they create and implement a
captivating marketing campaign.
 The Team will reconvene in June 2017 to review Plan status
and to provide feedback.
 A District webmaster was hired; New District website is
designed as interactive, mobile-friendly marketing vehicle.
 Staff at each department continually reviews postings and links
on department webpages to ensure they are up-to-date.
 “Share” button was added to registration page and key
marketing pages to encourage families to push out to others.
 New design is being created for campus webpages.
 Work is underway to bring campus and department pages
under one server, to include staff training.
 Marketing and branding videos spotlight successes on new
stadium scoreboard, social media, TV17, District events, and
local media (including Super Bowl and the Oscars).
 Marketing campaign spotlights unique programs, like IB,
STEAM+, Minitropolis, Dual Language, elementary chess, and
Division One Athletes.
 Weekly e-newsletters are created and disseminated to staff,
parents, and business community.
 Athletics and fine arts calendar postings are created. Links to
athletic events, fine arts events, and Board agenda are added
to e-newsletters.
 Photo gallery spotlighting successes was created on district
website.
 Marketing signage is posted on buildings, fencing, and buses.
 Direct mailing targets new families moving into areas that
extend outside the McAllen zip code.
 Social media usage was expanded to include Facebook Live,
video on Twitter, and Snap Chat.
 Superintendent’s Student Ambassadors market student life via
social media by using #whyMcAllenISD.
 Campus marquees are utilized to market the school and the
district. Marquees are also utilized to thank sponsorships.
 First Annual McAllen ISD EduFest event was organized to
showcase district successes and to enroll students. It
spotlighted robotics, coding, the arts, advanced academics,
advanced placement, International Baccalaureate, and other
programs, while also showcasing performance groups,
students-led McTA+lks, and college full-ride academic and
athletic scholarship winners. More than 300 people attended
and there were 3,142 views on the streaming feed.
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Complete/
Ongoing

Use geo-fencing at public events to
provide targeted messaging through
social media at sites.

 Geo-fencing began in spring of 2016 and expanded to
include multiple events this school year, including McAllen
Holiday Parade, McAllen Marathon, Citrus Parade, and
Comic Con.
 Social media advertising at targeted events is ongoing.
 At the conclusion of each campaign, family contact
information is sent to Student Support Services for follow
up with transfers.
 Home visits are conducted by Student Suppport Services.

Complete/
Ongoing

Develop unified message based on
strategic plan to captivate families
who have withdrawn from district.

 Marketing & Branding Strategic Design Team has identified
“Excellence” as the District’s unified branding message.
 Unified marketing messaging targets: “We are McAllen
ISD”, “District of Champions”, and “We are Family”.
 Messaging targets brand and district offerings, and
successes. Messaging is woven into website narratives
and into marketing push cards, brochures, flyers, and
banners.
 Recruiting events and neighborhood walks were conducted
to market the district and enroll students.
 Enrollment process was revised and simplified for existing
families and for new families.
 Information about improvement in the enrollment process
was pushed out to existing parents via the superintendent’s
e-newsletter, school messenger, and website.
 Information touting the improved enrollment process and
student/program successes was also sent to listservs
containing contact information for parents who have left the
district and for parents from neighboring districts.

Complete/
Ongoing

Develop partnership with local
daycares and Head Start Programs.

 Partnerships were established with daycares and Head
Start.
 Funding was acquired via the High Quality Pre-K State
Grant.
 Team approach includes brochures, banners, push cards,
and t-shirts, along with student backpacks.
 Each elementary school is being matched up with three day
care programs in their neighborhood.
 Elementary Principals are being provided with a marketing
action plan that encourages them to create positive
relationships with each day care director. Marketing
materials will foster this partnership and encourage
interaction with day care directors and families.
 Schools will begin developing plans to invite day care
students and parents to visit our elementary schools during
special events.

Complete/
Ongoing

Establish community center
environment in schools and
maximize facilities for community.

 Through a partnership with the Boys & Girls Club, three
elementary and three middle school campuses now take on
the role of B&G Club Satellite Centers. This partnership
garnered national attention.
 This school year, the district opened its gymnasiums at six
of our middle schools for use by members of the
community after school.
 The district’s Meals on Wheels program has expanded the
district’s reach into the community, strengthened by the
partnership between the food services and transportation
department.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018

Objective 1.1 Create a captivating marketing and branding program that
incorporates a variety of communication methods.
Status

Action Steps

Complete/
Ongoing

Continue to work with district
marketing team representing school
community.

Complete/
Ongoing

Promote Academic/Extracurricular
successes utilizing variety of
methods, including website.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
UPDATES/REVISIONS ARE NOTED IN BLUE

Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-2018)

 Marketing & Branding Strategic Design Team, which includes 2
parents, 3 principals, 2 teachers, and 11 department staff, met
six times during the 2017-2018 School Year to continue
providing input and feedback on the marketing campaign.
 The District Strategic Design Committee, which created the
Strategies and Action Steps, was invited to hear the
Performance Metrics on June 14, 2017.
 Marketing banners were added to the outside of District
facilities to publicize District successes, including the Post
Secondary Readiness Distinction, H-E-B Excellence in
Education State Finalist, and the Monitor’s 2017 Readers’
Choice Awards “Favorite District”.
 On February 21, 2018, the Strategic Plan was awarded “Best
of Category” at the Texas Public School Relations Asociation
State Conference.
 District was named a State Finalist in the H-E-B Excellence in
Education Awards, triggering a much publicized tour by judges
and offering opportunities for spotlighting programs by media.
 Information about the award was publicized through social
media, local media, a presentation to the Board, presentation
to the Superintendent’s Parent Advisory Group, and by adding
a graphic that notes the achievement directly on the front cover
of the Strategic Plan.
 Marketing and branding stories, photographs, and videos
continue to be spotlighted on social media, TV17, District
events, local media, new stadium scoreboard and the theater.
 Audio spots air on local radio and on the telephone system for
communicating while listeners are “on hold”.
 Marketing Messaging on campuses marquees was enhanced
with new eye-catching visual elements.
 A new vehicle for marketing messaging – the Good Evening
McAllen TV Show - was created in 2018 to feature successes,
primarily by social media postings.
 A new vehicle for marketing messaging – the Pre/Post Game
Day TV Show dubbed Sidelines - was created to generate
excitement.
 Marketing campaign spotlights the District’s students and
successful programs through a front page cover and centerfold
in SOCIALIFE Magazine.
 A four-foot-tall copy of the magazine cover was rotated in
various spots throughout the community.
 Weekly e-newsletters were created and disseminated to staff,
parents, and business community.
 Posting of photos, stories, and videos continue spotlighting
successes on the district website and social media.
 Direct mailing continues that targets new families moving into
areas that extend outside the McAllen zip code.
 Student recruitment was conducted at the following events:
1. Back to school bash at McAllen International Museum, with
backpacks provided to students.
2. City of McAllen Christmas Day Parade
3. City of McAllen Youth Marathon
4. City of McAllen Boat Show
5. City of Hidalgo Border Fest
6. Mercedes Livestock Show
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Complete/
Ongoing

Use geo-fencing at public events to
provide targeted messaging through
social media at sites.

 The District continues to target various events in the
community for Geo-fencing during the 2017-2018 school
year, including McAllen Museum Back-to-School Bash,
McAllen Holiday Parade, and McAllen Marathon.
 At the conclusion of each campaign, family contact
information continues to be sent to Student Support
Services for follow up with transfers.
 Home visits were conducted by Student Suppport Services.
 Social media advertising at targeted events is ongoing.
 At the conclusion of each campaign, family contact
information was sent to Student Support Services for follow
up with transfers.

Complete/
Ongoing

Develop unified message based on
strategic plan to captivate families
who have withdrawn from district.

 The “Brand Look” was elevated through a targeted change in
graphic design, fonts, style, and color in print publications,
photographs, videos, social media postings, and website
postings.
 Guidelines were established for Campus webpages and a
contest was established to identify “Best Campus Websites”.
 New method/process was created for producing short, eyecatching marketing and branding videos to spotlight District
successes.
 New process for boosting Social media postings was created.
 Facebook following increased dramatically, from 6,369
followers in July 2017 to 10,241 in July 2018, an increase of
almost 4,000 followers.
 All school websites are on one platform, which means
marketing staff can move among all websites with ease.
 Every website was made responsive, which means it fits in the
mobile browser without requiring the user to resize, thus giving
the appearance of an app inside the page with buttons to high
traffic areas of the website.
 Recruiting events and neighborhood walks were conducted
to market the district and enroll students. These events
provided vital information to both parents and students on
what the district has to offer in academics, fine arts, sports,
career and technology.
 Home visits were conducted to enroll students at home and
answer questions related to the district. This was achieved
utilizing technology (iPad and mobile hotspots) to enroll
students.
 A district vehicle was repurposed to serve as a recruiting
vehicle and act as a mobile advertising billboard to promote the
district.

Complete/
Ongoing

Develop partnership with local
daycares and Head Start Programs.

 Email addresses of daycares and Head Start parents were
added to District email system so that they can receive
biweekly District marketing enewsletters and new biweekly
Good Evening McAllen Marketing TV Show.
 Brochures and other marketing materials continue to be
provided, including water bottles carrying the District brand
and distributed through the District’s summer food services
program.
 New Tuition Based Pre-Kinder Program was created with
Student Support Services Department overseeing the
recruiting and tuition aspect of the program.

Complete/
Ongoing

Establish community center
environment in schools and
maximize facilities for community.

 A Town Hall meeting was held, inviting all members of the
community to discuss District facilities regarding safety and
security.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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OBJECTIVES NOT SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR YEAR 1 (2016-2017)

Objective 1.2 Create a feedback mechanism that monitors and directs our
targeted marketing and branding communication efforts.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Review data collected via
existing surveys.

In Progress Develop Focus Group Sessions.

Performance Metrics – Year 1(2016-2017)
 A feedback mechanism was created by reconvening the
District Strategic Design Committee in June 2017 to review the
Strategic Plan metrics, monitor status, provide feedback, and
direct targeted marketing and branding communication efforts.
 Data from Parental Involvement annual survey is being
reviewed.
 Data from the employee annual survey is being reviewed.
 Input is gathered from Marketing & Branding Strategic Design
Team.
 Input is gathered from the Superintendent’s Parent Advisory,
which is made up of parents representing every school, and
the Superintendent’s Student Ambassadors, which is made up
of 11th and 12th graders representing all high schools.
 “Where did you hear about us?” field is added to registration
page.
 Student Withdrawal “Stay Interview” Form and process is
being reviewed to include data collection in order to Identify
and address patterns, needs, and/or concerns.
 Targeted groups and topics will be identified.
 A list of questions will be developed for use in Focus Groups.
 Focus Group Sessions are scheduled for September/October
2017.
 Awards for Strategic Plan
 Annual review in

COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018

Objective 1.2 Create a feedback mechanism that monitors and directs our
targeted marketing and branding communication efforts.
Status

Action Steps

Complete/
Ongoing

Review data collected via
existing surveys.

Complete/
Ongoing

Develop Focus Group Sessions.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-18)

 Thought Exchange program was implemented as feedback
mechanism for consistant staff, parent, and community input.
 The District Strategic Design Committee convened for an event
in March designed to celebrate and publicize selection of the
District’s Strategic Plan as “Best of Category” at the Texas
Public School Relations Asociation State Conference on
February 21, 2018.
 Staff continues to review data collected through the annual
Parental Involvement annual survey, the employee annual
survey, the Marketing & Branding Strategic Design Team, the
Superintendent’s Parent Advisory group, and the
Superintendent’s Student Ambassadors.
 Staff continues to review data collected through the Student
Withdrawal “Stay Interview” Form and process in order to
Identify and address patterns, needs, and/or concerns.
 Human Resources reviewed the 2017-2018 Professional
Employee Opinion Survey to identify opportunities to improve
district communication efforts. Efforts were focused on
increased campus presence and regular ongoing meetings
with campus administrators and staff.
 Targeted groups were presented with information about the
proposed TRE.
 Successful TRE
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Complete/
Ongoing

Explore methods to reinforce and
elevate the Brand.

 The “Brand Look” was elevated through a targeted change in
graphic design, fonts, style, and color in print publications,
photographs, videos, social media postings, and website
postings.
 Guidelines were established for Campus webpages and a
contest was established to identify “Best Campus Websites”.
 New method/process was created for producing short, eyecatching Marketing and branding videos to spotlight District
successes.
 Facebook following increased dramatically to 10,000 followers.
 New process for boosting Social media postings was created.

Complete/
Ongoing

Strengthen connections to the
community.

 Presentations regarding the TRE were made to various
community groups, including Rotary, Rotary South, Rotary
North, Lions Club, American Legion, and others.
 Superinendent’s Golf Tournament was created to encourage
community connections and to support students through
college tours.
 Superintendent’s Fishing Tournament was created to
encourage community connections and supporting students
through scholarships.
 Tournaments were created in partnership with the McAllen
Education Foundation, thereby further solidifying partnership.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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STRATEGY 2: ATTRACT/RETAIN HIGH QUALITY STAFF

We will attract, recruit, develop and retain high quality staff.
OBJECTIVES NOT SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR YEAR 1
(2016-2017)
Objective 2.1: Provide incentives to attract and retain staff.
Status

Performance Metrics – Year 1(2016-2017)

Action Steps

Completed Maintain a competitive stipend
program.
In Progress Create a customer service oriented
culture.

Complete/
Ongoing

Provide financial literacy training for
staff.

Complete/
Ongoing

Enhance benefit program.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
UPDATES/REVISIONS ARE NOTED IN BLUE

 District has benchmarked local stipend programs to ensure we
are offering competitive stipends to attract & retain employees.
 A People Development Customer Service Strategic Design
Team was formed to focus on creating a customer service
oriented culture.
 The Customer Service Strategic Design Team created a
customer service training presentation. Human Resources
Directors presented this training to all campus clerical staff and
all Department clerical staff. All District employees will receive
this training during fall 2017.
 The Executive Leadership Team and both the Customer Service
and Branding/Marketing Strategic Design Teams met with local
Chick-Fil-A Owner/ Operator for training on their customer
service and cultural on-boarding processes.
 We are coordinating with Southwest Airlines and HEB to
benchmark their customer service and cultural on-boarding
processes.
 A People Development Financial Literacy Strategic Design
Team was formed to establish a district-wide Financial Literacy
Program for our students, parents, and employees. This team is
comprised of six HR staff members.
 We are partnering with 14 local Banks to provide financial
literacy training for our employees, students, and parents.
 We have created a retirement and financial literacy page on our
McAllen ISD Benefits web site. This site provides free 24/7
retirement information, videos, schedule of monthly financial
webinars and seminars.
 We have hosted several “Lunch and Learn” financial literacy
training sessions for our District employees.
 We recently hosted a “Financial Fitness Night” event on May 1,
2017, which was open to the public, parents, employees, and
students.
 We are developing a 2017-2018 Financial Literacy Training
Calendar to enable employees to plan for Financial Literacy
Training events that are of interest to them, personally.
 We are continuously benchmarking and evaluating benefit
initiatives (wellness program, voluntary benefits, and benefit
education) to minimize employee costs and ensure we are
offering benefits our employees value.
 We have created a video spotlighting the Director of Employee
Benefits while he visited campuses to educate and gauge our
employees’ knowledge of the District’s benefits program.
 We created an “Employee Benefits Playbook” to highlight
benefits overview and to help educate and inform our
employees.
 As part of Blue Cross/Blue Shield contract, we were provided
with a free full time Blue Cross/Blue Shield representative.
Representative has been visiting campuses and departments to
introduce herself and to assist our employees in addressing and
resolving their benefit related concerns.
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Complete/
Ongoing

Enhance Professional Development
(PD) Program.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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 PD training is being developed and conducted to assist
teachers in obtaining CPE hours.
 New teacher academy training occurs monthly to assist new
teachers.
 Executive Leadership Team (ELT) meetings occur weekly.
 Director Calibration Meetings (DCM) occur weekly.
 Professional Learning Community (PLC) meetings with
Principals, Directors, ELT, Coordinators, and Strategists occur
monthly.
 Instructional Leadership Seminars (ILS) meetings with
Principals, Directors, ELT, Coordinators, and Strategists occur
monthly.
 Vertical Team meetings with Principals occur monthly.
 Google classrooms are utilized to facilitate district-wide
collaborative learning.
 Instructional Leadership Institute (ILI) for administrators
aspiring to be Assistant Principals occurs weekly during the fall.
 Instructional Leadership Seminar (ILS) for Assistant Principals,
Librarians, Academic Instructional Coordinators, and School
Improvement Facilitators occurs monthly.
 The Educator Development Model is being utilized.
 Middle Management Roundtable Institute for those employees
aspiring to be administrators occurs weekly during the spring.
 “E-Colors in Education” training was presented to Board
members, Principals, Assistant Principals, Directors,
Coordinators, and select parents and students.
 A “Digital Academy Badging System” was created to provide a
platform to store and provide key training topics district wide.
An example of courses being developed will include:
Introduction to Word Processing, Sexual Harassment, and Title
IX.
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COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018

Objective 2.1: Provide incentives to attract and retain staff.
Status

Action Steps

Complete/
Ongoing

Maintain a competitive stipend
program.

Complete/
Ongoing

Create a customer service oriented
culture.

Complete/
Ongoing

Provide financial literacy training for
staff.

Complete/
Ongoing

Enhance benefit program.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-2018)
 District continues to benchmark local stipend programs to
ensure we are offering competitive stipends to attract & retain
employees.
 All district employees received “Customer Service Standards”
training during the 2017-2018 school year. A refresher course is
planned this fall for all employees.
 We partnered with 14 local Banks to provide financial literacy
training for our employees, students, and parents.
 In coordination with their local Bank partner, campuses
introduced financial literacy topics into their staff meeting
agendas on a regular basis in 2017-2018.
 We have created a retirement and financial literacy page on our
McAllen ISD Benefits web site. This site provides free 24/7
retirement information, videos, schedule of monthly financial
webinars and seminars.
 District hosted ten (10) “Lunch and Learn” financial literacy
related training sessions in 2017-2018.
 Financial literacy program was presented to parents at the
Superintendent’s Parental Advisory Council. Parents expressed
appreciation for this valuable information. District surveyed the
parents to identify desired financial topics of interest to help plan
future training sessions.
 Financial literacy information was presented at 2017-2018 New
Teacher Orientation and during the New Teacher Academy.
 Benefits department distributed financial literacy related posters
on TRS Retirement and KOFE financial topics district wide.
 We continue to benchmark and evaluate benefit initiatives
(wellness program, voluntary benefits, and benefit education) to
minimize district and employee costs and to ensure we are
offering benefits our employees value.
 Director for Employee Benefits and Safety/Risk Management
presented to all employees of the District, including to the 33
campus faculties, during 2017-2018. The presentation included
an update on McAllen ISD health fund, information on health
care consumerism, and information about the self-funding
concept.
 Each employee was provided key benefit information, such as
Nurse Line, Prescription benefits, Night time / After-hour clinics,
TRS retirement information, and more.
 Blue Cross/Blue Shield representative remained available within
HR Dept to assist our employees in addressing benefit
concerns.
 District contracted with a third party to conduct independent
audit of claims administration services of the District’s selffunded Plan to ensure efficient and cost effective service
delivery.
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Complete/
Ongoing

Enhance Professional Development
(PD) Program.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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 PD training has been developed and conducted to assist
teachers in obtaining CPE hours.
 New teacher academy training occurs monthly to assist new
teachers.
 Executive Leadership Team (ELT) meetings occur weekly.
 Director Calibration Meetings (DCM) occur weekly.
 Professional Learning Community (PLC) meetings with
Principals, Directors, ELT, Coordinators, and Strategists occur
monthly.
 Instructional Leadership Seminars (ILS) meetings with
Principals, Directors, ELT, Coordinators, and Strategists occur
monthly.
 Vertical Team meetings with Principals occur monthly.
 Google classrooms are utilized to facilitate district-wide
collaborative learning.
 Instructional Leadership Institute (ILI) for administrators aspiring
to be Assistant Principals occurs weekly during the fall.
 Instructional Leadership Seminar (ILS) for Assistant Principals,
Librarians, Academic Instructional Coordinators, and School
Improvement Facilitators occurs monthly.
 The McAllen ISD Educator Learning Model of IB & STEAM+
Framework for Sudent Learning continues to be taught to all
educators and administrators.
 Middle Management Roundtable Institute for those employees
aspiring to be administrators occurs weekly during the spring.
 Core Coordinators continue to lead trainings for Administrators
and Teachers on McAllen ISD Educator Development Model of
IB & STEAM+ Framework of Student Learning, which includes
Leadership Model, Content, Pedagogy, STEAM+, PLUSEmotional Intelligence, Seven Compentencies, Classroom
Management and Value-Added Progres Monitoring System,
every six weeks.
 Core coordinators and campus instructional leaders launched
an enhanced focus on literacy through professional
development sessions to include all instructional stakeholders.
Sessions were conducted at New Teacher Orientation, ILS,
Librarian meetings, ILS for Assistant Principals and at campus
PLC sessions.
 Continued monitoring of literacy instruction was achieved
through a value-added progress monitoring system at all
campuses. Value-added progress monitoring system per grade
level includes:
o K-2 Fountas & Pinnell
o 3-8 Benchmark data and STAAR results
o English I & II EOC benchmark data and EOC results
 Literacy Intervention includes Early Literacy Intervention at
grade K-2 and Leveled Literacy Intervention in grades 3-8.
Leveled Literacy Intervention in grades 3-8 was transitioned
from Read 180 to Fountas Pinnell. Continuous monitoring of
these programs allow for the development of a customized
learning experiences that improve literacy skills for each
individual learner.
 Campus Literacy support for teachers and Campus
Administration for grades K-2 was provided through campus
visits and job-embedded professional development by District
Early Literacy Lead Teachers and core coordinators.
 Literacy support in grades 6-12 was provided through campus
visits and job-embedded professional development by District
Literacy Coach and Core Coordinators.
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OBJECTIVES NOT SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR YEAR 1 (2016-2017)

Objective 2.2: Create and deploy recruiters to attract high quality staff.
Status

Performance Metrics – Year 1 (2016-2017)

Action Steps

In Progress Identify critical staffing needs and
resources.

Complete/ Review historical recruiting data to
Ongoing identify past recruiting effectiveness.
Complete/ Benchmark recruiting resources within
Ongoing and outside of the Valley to determine
availability of qualified applicants.

In Progress Coordinate and schedule McAllen ISD
HR to attend recruiting job fairs.

 The District closely manages and responds to staffing vacancies
to ensure qualified applicants are secured.
 HR coordinates with colleges and alternative certification
programs to locate qualified applicants.
 HR manages staffing guidelines to ensure equity and efficiency.
HR will be proposing revised guidelines during upcoming budget
process.
 Past job fair data was analyzed to identify which fairs produced
the most qualified applicants and hires.
 Recruiting resources and programs were researched to identify
valid sources of candidates and McAllen ISD job fair
opportunities.
 The district coordinated with Texas A&M/Kingsville (TAMUK) on
the qualifications of their students. Students at TAMUK must be
certified before graduation. McAllen ISD HR attended their April
2017 job fair.
 Staff attended the following job fairs:
o UTRGV-Brownsville – April 6, 2017
o UTRGV-Edinburg – April 7, 2017
o Texas A&M/Kingsville - April 11, 2017
o McAllen ISD – May 1, 2017
 Upcoming job fairs include:
 Region One – June 6, 2017
 Staff continuously monitors job fairs for overall effectiveness
and improvement opportunities.

COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018

Objective 2.2: Create and deploy recruiters to attract high quality staff.
Status

Action Steps

Complete/ Identify critical staffing needs and
Ongoing
resources.

Complete/ Review historical recruiting data to
Ongoing identify past recruiting effectiveness.

Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-2018)
 The District closely manages and responds to staffing vacancies
to ensure qualified applicants are secured.
 HR coordinates with colleges and alternative certification
programs to locate qualified applicants.
 HR manages staffing guidelines to ensure equity and efficiency.
HR reviews, and if applicable, proposes revised guidelines
during annual district budget process.
 Past job fair data was analyzed to identify which fairs produced
the most qualified applicants and hires.

Complete/ Benchmark recruiting resources within
Ongoing and outside of the Valley to determine
availability of qualified applicants.

 HR annually benchmarks education related programs to identify
premium sources of candidates and to attend their job fairs.
 District created MOU with UTRGV for STEP UP program to
house 20+ student interns for the 2018-2019 school year.

Complete/ Coordinate and schedule McAllen ISD
HR to attend recruiting job fairs.
Ongoing

 Staff attended the following job fairs during 2017-2018:
o UTRGV-Brownsville
o UTRGV-Edinburg
o Texas A&M/Kingsville
o McAllen ISD
o Texas A&M/Corpus Christi
o Region One
o Texas Teacher On-line Job Fair

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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OBJECTIVES NOT SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR YEAR 1 (2016-2017)

Objective 2.3: Implement a collaborative professional learning model that
integrates district staff, resources and teacher leaders.
Status

Performance Metrics – Year 1 (2016-2017)

Action Steps

Complete/ A Google Classroom entitled
 ELT reviews and creates Board Agendas, analyzes district-wide
Ongoing
Executive Leadership Team (ELT) is
concerns, and creates solutions for district-wide concerns.
utilized to deliver instruction, store
 ELT analyzes student performance data and makes
information, and provide a platform for
adjustments that drive student performance.
discussion. The ELT meets weekly.
 ELT discusses financial priorities and makes adjustments that
ensure a quality return on investments.
 ELT focuses on people development and provides support to
district personnel.
 ELT focuses on facility priorities to ensure that the district
provides quality learning environments for students and staff.
ELT analyzes enrollment trends, reviews community
perception, and creates marketing solutions.
Complete/ A Google Classroom entitled
Ongoing
Directors’ Calibration Meeting (DCM)
is utilized to deliver instruction to
directors, store information, and
provide a platform for discussion.
DCM meets weekly.

 DCM utilizes the McAllen ISD Leadership Model in developing
synergistic relationships through which directors reach across
divisions to analyze district-wide concerns and to develop
impactful solutions.
 DCM regularly conducts department break out sessions to
analyze issues, target concerns, and develop strategic
solutions.
 Book studies are conducted that focus on the following:
o Research Based Leadership Best Practices,
o Emotional Intelligence, and
o Communication Skills.
 DCM reviews Department Executive Summaries to increase
Directors’ overall organizational knowledge.
 DCM reviews District policies to ensure key leadership has an
up-to-date knowledge base and to update policies, as needed.

Complete/ A Google Classroom entitled
 PLC meets to discuss and develop leadership skills set and to
Ongoing
Professional Learning Community
increase knowledge in the content areas, as well as extra(PLC) is utilized to deliver instruction
curricular activities.
to Principals, Directors, ELT,
 Assistant Superintendents and Directors facilitate learning
Coordinators, and Strategists, store
activities regarding District policy with the entire PLC to ensure
information, and provide a platform for
key leadership has an up-to-date knowledge base.
discussion. PLC meets monthly.
Complete/ A Google Classroom entitled
 The purpose of ILS is to develop a secure, supportive, rigorous
Ongoing
Instructional Leadership Seminars
and engaging learning environment.
(ILS) is utilized to deliver instruction to  The curriculum is driven by the McAllen ISD Leadership Model
Principals, ELT, Coordinators,
with a focus on People Development for the following:
Instructional Service Directors,
o Engaging learning environment,
Strategists, store information, and
o Rigorous, world class standards to customize for every
provide a platform for discussion. ILS
learner, and
meets monthly.
o Future-ready students that will become college and careerready graduates.
 Seminar members are trained by the Superintendent and ELT
on the following:
o Student achievement/student focus McAllen ISD practices,
o facility priorities,
o financial priorities, and
o Value-Added Progress Monitoring System.
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Complete/ A Google Classroom entitled Principal  Vertical Team meets monthly to align resources, services, and
Ongoing
Vertical Team (PVT) is utilized to
practices, curriculum, and assessment data from feeder
deliver instruction for Principals, store
schools.
information, and provide a platform for  The Vertical Team utilized the Backwards Design model to align
discussion. Principal Vertical teams
from 12th grade to Pre-Kindergarten to ensure that all students
meet monthly.
achieve academic success.
 Instructional rounds are conducted to provide host campuses
with feedback regarding classroom instruction based on
H.E.A.T. Framework. Leadership development is a focus.
Complete/ Selected principals serve as mentors
Ongoing
to first-year principals. Meetings are
held monthly.
Complete/ A Google Classroom entitled the New
Ongoing
Teacher Academy for first year
teachers is utilized to deliver
instruction, store information, and
provide a platform for discussion. The
New Teacher Academy meets
monthly.
Complete/ A Google Classroom entitled
Ongoing
Instructional Leadership Institute (ILI)
for Assistant Principals aspiring to be
Principals is utilized to deliver
instruction, store information, and
provide a platform for discussion. The
ILI meets weekly for 12 weeks.

Complete/
Ongoing

 Principal Mentor (veteran principals)/Mentee (first-year
principals) meetings are conducted at the end of every Principal
Vertical Team meeting.
 The New Teacher Academy, led by Human Resource Director,
has met monthly since September 2016, serving 55 new
teachers. Training was provided on the four T-TESS domains,
STAAR Assessment, teacher employee contract-related
information, McAllen ISD employment requirements, policies,
and practices.
 ILI (Instructional Leadership Institute) - The purpose of the
Institute is to develop aspiring principal to be principals. The
curriculum is driven by the McAllen ISD Leadership Model with a
focus on People Development for an aspiring Principal. The
Institute’s members engage in a classroom weekly for 12 weeks
after school.
 Book studies are conducted that focus on the following:
o Research Based Principal Best Practices,
o Emotional Intelligence, and
o Communication Skills.
 Expert guest speakers (principals) present to Institute members,
which include a question and answer session.
 Aspiring principals are trained by McAllen ISD Assistant
Superintendents on the following:
o Student achievement/student focus McAllen ISD practices,
o facility priorities,
o financial priorities, and
o Value-added Progress Monitoring System.

A Google Classroom entitled
 The purpose of ILS-AP is to develop a secure, supportive,
Instructional Leadership Seminar for
rigorous and engaging learning environment.
Assistant Principals (ILS-AP),
 The curriculum is driven by the McAllen ISD Leadership Model
Librarians, Academic Instructional
with a focus on People Development for the following:
Coordinators, and School
o Engaging learning environment,
Improvement Facilitators is utilized to
o Rigorous, world class standards to customize for every
deliver instruction, store information,
learner, and
and provide a platform for discussion.
o Future-ready students that will become college and careerThe ILS-AP meets monthly.
ready graduates.
 Seminar members are trained by the Associate Superintendent,
Instructional Service Directors, and Core Coordinators on the
following:
o Student achievement/student focus McAllen ISD practices,
o facility priorities,
o financial priorities, and
o Value-Added Progress Monitoring System.
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Complete/
Ongoing

A Google Classroom entitled Mid Mid-Management Roundtable Institute - The purpose of the
Management Roundtable Institute for
Institute is to develop aspiring principal to be principals. The
employees aspiring to be Assistant
curriculum is driven by the McAllen ISD Leadership Model with a
Principals is utilized to deliver
focus on People Development for an aspiring Principal. The
instruction, store information, and
Institute’s members engage in a classroom weekly for 8 weeks
provide a platform for discussion. The after school.
Mid-Management Roundtable Institute  Book studies are conducted that focus on the following:
meet weekly for 8 weeks.
o Research Based Principal Best Practices,
o Emotional Intelligence, and
o Communication Skills.
 Expert guest speakers (principals) present to Institute members,
which include a question and answer session.
Aspiring principals
trained byPrograms.
the Assisting Superintendents
Complete/ Calibrate via in partnership with Office  Classroom
suppliesare
Assistance
on the following:
Ongoing
Depot, MISD will leverage corporate
 Training
for onboarding and off boarding (Red Carpet) and
-Student achievement/student focus McAllen ISD practices
expertise on how to recruit, retain,
recruitment.
-facility priorities
and train quality people by using best
practices for improving human capital. -financial priorities
 Value-Added Progress Monitoring System

COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018

Objective 2.3: Implement a collaborative professional learning model that
integrates district staff, resources and teacher leaders.
Status

Action Steps

Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-2018)

Complete/ A Google Classroom entitled
 ELT reviews and creates Board Agendas, analyzes district-wide
Ongoing
Executive Leadership Team (ELT) is
concerns, and creates strategic solutions.
utilized to deliver instruction, store
 ELT analyzes student performance data and makes
information, and provide a platform for
adjustments that drive student performance.
discussion. The ELT meets weekly.
 ELT discusses financial priorities and makes adjustments that
ensure a quality return on investments.
 ELT focuses on people development and provides support to
district personnel.
 ELT focuses on facility priorities to ensure that the district
provides quality learning environments for students and staff.
 ELT analyzes enrollment trends, reviews community
perception, and creates marketing solutions.
Complete/ A Google Classroom entitled
Ongoing
Directors’ Calibration Meeting (DCM)
is utilized to deliver instruction to
directors, store information, and
provide a platform for discussion.
DCM meets weekly.

 DCM utilizes the McAllen ISD Leadership Model in developing
synergistic relationships through which directors reach across
divisions to analyze district-wide concerns and to develop
impactful solutions.
 DCM regularly conducts department breakout sessions to
analyze issues, target concerns, and develop strategic
solutions.
 Book studies are conducted that focus on the following:
o Research Based Leadership Best Practices,
o Emotional Intelligence, and
o Communication Skills.
 DCM reviews Department Executive Summaries to increase
Directors’ overall organizational knowledge.
 DCM reviews District policies to ensure key leadership has an
up-to-date knowledge base and to update policies, as needed.

 PLC meets to discuss and develop leadership skills set and to
Complete/ A Google Classroom entitled
Ongoing
Professional Learning Community
increase knowledge in the content areas, as well as extra(PLC) is utilized to deliver instruction
curricular activities.
to Principals, Directors, ELT,
 Assistant Superintendents and Directors facilitate learning
Coordinators, and Strategists, store
activities regarding District policy with the entire PLC to ensure
information, and provide a platform for
key leadership has an up-to-date knowledge base.
discussion. PLC meets monthly.
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Complete/ A Google Classroom entitled
 The purpose of ILS is to develop a secure, supportive, rigorous
Ongoing
Instructional Leadership Seminars
and engaging learning environment.
(ILS) is utilized to deliver instruction to  The curriculum is driven by the McAllen ISD Leadership Model
Principals, ELT, Coordinators,
with a focus on People Development for the following:
Instructional Service Directors,
o Engaging learning environment,
Strategists, store information, and
o Rigorous, world class standards to customize for every
provide a platform for discussion. ILS
learner, and
meets monthly.
o Future-ready students that will become college and careerready graduates.
 Seminar members are trained by the Superintendent and ELT
on the following:
o Student achievement/student focus McAllen ISD practices,
o Facility priorities,
o Financial priorities, and
o Value-Added Progress Monitoring System.
Complete/ A Google Classroom entitled Principal  Vertical Team meets monthly to align resources, services, and
Ongoing
Vertical Team (PVT) is utilized to
practices, curriculum, and assessment data from feeder
deliver instruction for Principals, store
schools.
information, and provide a platform for  The Vertical Team utilized the Backwards Design model to align
discussion. Principal Vertical teams
from 12th grade to Pre-Kindergarten to ensure that all students
meet monthly.
achieve academic success.
 Instructional rounds are conducted to provide host campuses
with feedback regarding classroom instruction based on
H.E.A.T. Framework. Leadership development is a focus.
Complete/ Selected principals serve as mentors
Ongoing
to first-year principals. Meetings are
held monthly.

 Principal Mentor (veteran principals)/Mentee (first-year
principals) meetings are conducted at the end of every Principal
Vertical Team meeting.

Complete/ A Google Classroom entitled the New  The New Teacher Academy, led by Human Resource Director,
Ongoing
Teacher Academy for first year
continues to meet monthly to serve new teachers. Training was
teachers is utilized to deliver
provided on the four T-TESS domains, STAAR Assessment,
instruction, store information, and
teacher employee contract-related information, McAllen ISD
provide a platform for discussion. The
employment requirements, policies, and practices.
New Teacher Academy meets
monthly.
Complete/ A Google Classroom entitled
 The purpose of the Institute is to develop aspiring principal to be
Ongoing
Instructional Leadership Institute (ILI)
principals. The curriculum is driven by the McAllen ISD
for Assistant Principals aspiring to be
Leadership Model with a focus on People Development for an
Principals is utilized to deliver
aspiring Principal. The Institute’s members engage in a
instruction, store information, and
classroom weekly for 12 weeks after school.
provide a platform for discussion. The  Book studies are conducted that focus on the following:
ILI meets weekly for 12 weeks.
o Research Based Principal Best Practices,
o Emotional Intelligence, and
o Communication Skills.
 Expert guest speakers (principals) present to Institute members,
which include a question and answer session.
 Aspiring principals are trained by McAllen ISD Assistant
Superintendents on the following:
o Student achievement/student focus McAllen ISD practices,
o Facility priorities,
o Financial priorities, and
o Value-added Progress Monitoring System.
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Complete/
Ongoing

A Google Classroom entitled
 The purpose of ILS-AP is to develop a secure, supportive,
Instructional Leadership Seminar for
rigorous and engaging learning environment.
Assistant Principals (ILS-AP),
 The curriculum is driven by the McAllen ISD Leadership Model
Librarians, Academic Instructional
with a focus on People Development for the following:
Coordinators, and School
o Engaging learning environment,
Improvement Facilitators is utilized to
o Rigorous, world class standards to customize for every
deliver instruction, store information,
learner, and
and provide a platform for discussion.
o Future-ready students that will become college and careerThe ILS-AP meets monthly.
ready graduates.
 Seminar members are trained by the Associate Superintendent,
Instructional Service Directors, and Core Coordinators on the
following:
o Student achievement/student focus McAllen ISD practices,
o Facility priorities,
o Financial priorities, and
o Value-Added Progress Monitoring System.

Complete/
Ongoing

A Google Classroom entitled Mid The purpose of the Institute is to develop aspiring principal to be
Management Roundtable Institute for
principals. The curriculum is driven by the McAllen ISD
employees aspiring to be Assistant
Leadership Model with a focus on People Development for an
Principals is utilized to deliver
aspiring Principal. The Institute’s members engage in a
instruction, store information, and
classroom weekly for 8 weeks after school.
provide a platform for discussion. The  Book studies are conducted that focus on the following:
Mid-Management Roundtable Institute
o Research Based Principal Best Practices,
meet weekly for 8 weeks.
o Emotional Intelligence, and
o Communication Skills.
 Expert guest speakers (principals) present to Institute
members, which include a question and answer session.

Complete/
Ongoing

Calibrate via in partnership with Office
Depot, MISD will leverage corporate
expertise on how to recruit, retain,
and train quality people by using best
practices for improving human capital.

OBJECTIVES NOT SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR YEAR 1 (2016-2017)

Objective 2.4: Recognize, support and encourage staff to consistently increase
morale and staff retention.
Status

Performance Metrics – Year 1 (2016-2017)

Action Steps

In Progress Recognition program

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
UPDATES/REVISIONS ARE NOTED IN BLUE

 The District hosts Annual Service Award ceremonies,
Retirement Recognition ceremonies, Teacher of the Year
recognition ceremonies, and Teacher Appreciation Week.
 HR sends out monthly Happy Birthday emails to all staff.
 ELT served Gonzalez Elementary School staff lunch in
recognition of their A-F ratings award.
 ELT served IB staff lunch in recognition of IB Americas School
of Distinction award.
 Board recognizes departments and staff during certain times of
the year (example: CTE week, Librarian week).
 Superintendent’s sends a weekly “Colleague to Colleague”
newsletter to recognize key district initiatives, events, and staff.
 Some Departments have initiated personal recognition
programs (example: personal hand written thank you cards) to
recognize and show appreciation for employee efforts.
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In Progress Support

 McAllen Education Foundation awards grants to multiple
campus teams and teachers to support educational initiatives.
 District Administrative team and Board members supports
campuses throughout the year at campus events and functions.

In Progress Encouragement

 Campuses host events throughout the year to recognize and
encourage their staff. This is designed to increase morale and
staff retention. An example would be naming a “Teacher of the
Week/Month”.
 The District awards “Attendance Trophies” to the high school,
middle school, and elementary school campuses with the
highest six weeks attendance percentages.

COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018

Objective 2.4: Recognize, support and encourage staff to consistently increase
morale and staff retention.
Status

Action Steps

Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-2018)

Complete/
Ongoing

Recognition program

 The District hosts Annual Service Award ceremonies,
Retirement Recognition ceremonies, Teacher of the Year
recognition ceremonies, and Teacher Appreciation Week.
 HR sends out monthly Happy Birthday emails to all staff.
 Board recognizes departments and staff during certain times of
the year (example: CTE week, Librarian week).
 Superintendent sends a weekly “Colleague to Colleague”
newsletter to recognize key district initiatives, events, and staff.
 Some Departments continue with personal recognition
programs (example: personal hand written thank you cards) to
recognize and show appreciation for employee efforts.
 Employees are recognized for student and program
achievement by the Board of Trustees during the school board
meetings.

Complete/
Ongoing

Support

 McAllen Education Foundation awards grants to multiple
campus teams and teachers to support educational initiatives.
 District Administrative team and Board members supports
campuses throughout the year at campus events and functions.

Complete/
Ongoing

Encouragement

 Campuses host events throughout the year to recognize and
encourage their staff. This is designed to increase morale and
staff retention. An example would be naming a “Teacher of the
Week/Month”.
 The District awards “Attendance Trophies” to the high school,
middle school, and elementary school campuses with the
highest six weeks attendance percentages

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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STRATEGY 3: ENGAGING LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
We will foster secure, supportive, rigorous and engaging learning environments.
SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR SPECIFIC RESULTS IN YEAR 1 (2016-2017)

Objective 3.1: Implement a student-learning framework that will focus on
rigorous instruction, emotional intelligence and competitive job skills.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Create tiered professional
development (PD) on classroom
management, value-added
progress monitoring system,
pedagogy and core content.

Performance Metrics – Year 1 (2016-2017)
 Core Coordinators lead trainings for Administration and
Teachers on Value-Added Progress Monitoring System,
pedagogy, and core content every six weeks.
 Classroom Management and Leading with the Heart were
purchased for all district administrators and PD activities are
implemented at the campus and district level.
 Principals presented a campus “classroom management
action plan.” Action plans were offered and filed in the
January (ILS) Google classroom.

Complete/
Ongoing

Develop lines of communication
with teachers to include
suggestion methods/surveys to
provide support.

 Central (core coordinators) and campus administrators gather
feedback through surveys from teachers regarding learning
and use feedback to adjust support.

Complete/
Ongoing

Train campuses on STEAM+,
Emotional Intelligence,
Leadership Model, Educator
Development, seven
Competencies, and IB through a
tiered PD approach.

Complete/
Ongoing

Conduct pre/post focus group
meetings to review feedback and
address concerns with campus
staffs.

 Visual posters were created for Framework of Student
Learning STEAM+, Emotional Intelligence, Leadership Model,
Educator Development, Seven Competencies, and IB
Programme. All were distributed to every classroom in the
district.
 ILT trained principals on teaching/ STEAM+, Emotional
Intelligence, Leadership Model, Educator Development, seven
Competencies, and IB Programme. Principals presented
campus action plans on the implementation of these
concepts and skills at the campus level.
 Surveys will be developed and distributed to every principal to
obtain feedback to clarify or correct staff concerns.
 LEAD McAllen created electronic method for staff members
across the district to share their concerns anonymously.

Complete/
Ongoing

Define/identify who, what, when,
where and why of PD to be
delivered at every
campus/district, based on need.

 The Instructional Leadership Team (ILT) develops the
lessons for every Instructional Leadership Seminar (ILS) and
Professional Learning Community (PLC) based on campus
and district needs.

COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018

Objective 3.1: Implement a student-learning framework that will focus on
rigorous instruction, emotional intelligence and competitive job skills.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Develop lines of communication
with teachers to include
suggestion methods/surveys to
provide support.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-2018)
 Voluntary exit surveys are completed by 95% of employees
leaving the district to identify operational improvement
opportunities.
 Ninety day new hire surveys are conducted to identify
onboarding process improvement opportunities.
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Complete/
Ongoing

Complete/
Ongoing

Implement and support the
McAllen ISD Educator Learning
Model of IB & STEAM+
Framework of Student Learning,
a tiered professional
development (PD) model for
improving classroom
management, value-added
progress monitoring systems,
pedagogy and core content.
Strengthen lines of
communication and feedback
methods with teachers and
administrators to improve
campus support services.

 Core Coordinators continue to lead trainings for Administrators
and Teachers on McAllen ISD Educator Development Model
of IB & STEAM+ Framework of Student Learning, which
includes Leadership Model, Content, Pedagogy, STEAM+,
PLUS-Emotional
Intelligence,
Seven
Compentencies,
Classroom Management and Value-Added Progres Monitoring
System, every six weeks.

 Central (core coordinators) and campus administrators
continue to gather feedback through surveys from teachers
regarding learning to adjust and improve instructional support.
 Principal feedback gathered through surveys to improve
services and support from instructional services, human
resources, business operations, and special programs such as
special education and bilingual department

Complete/
Ongoing

Train campuses on STEAM+,
Emotional Intelligence,
Leadership Model, Educator
Development, seven
Competencies, and IB through a
tiered PD approach.

 Visual posters for Framework of Student Learning STEAM+,
Emotional Intelligence, Leadership Model, Educator
Development, Seven Competencies, and IB Programme are
visible in classrooms and campuses.
 Principals lead campus instruction on implementation of
STEAM+, Emotional Intelligence, Leadership Model, Educator
Development, seven Competencies, and IB Programme.
Principals support the implementation of these concepts and
skills through shared campus action plans.

Complete/
Ongoing

Conduct pre/post focus group
meetings to review feedback and
address concerns with campus
staff.

 Surveys are distributed to every principal to obtain feedback
to clarify or correct staff concerns.
 LEAD McAllen utilizes electronic method for staff members
across the district to share their concerns anonymously.

Complete/
Ongoing

Define/identify who, what, when,
where and why of PD to be
delivered at every
campus/district, based on need.

 The Instructional Leadership Team (ILT) continues to develop
the lessons for every Instructional Leadership Seminar (ILS)
and Professional Learning Community (PLC) based on
campus and district needs.
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Complete/
Ongoing

Implementation and support of a
district-wide literacy focus to
ensure all students are afforded
the opportunity to aquire the
knowledge and skills needed to
be future-ready students who
can succeed and adapt in an
ever-changing global community

 Core coordinators and campus instructional leaders launched
an enhanced focus on literacy through professional
development sessions to include all instructional
stakeholders. Sessions were conducted at New Teacher
Orientation, ILS, Librarian meetings, ILS for Assistant
Principals and at campus PLC sessions.
 Continued monitoring of literacy instruction was achieved
through a value-added progress monitoring system at all
campuses. Value-added progress monitoring system per
grade level includes:
o K-2 Fountas & Pinnell
o 3-8 Benchmark data and STAAR results
o English I & II EOC benchmark data and EOC
results
 Literacy Intervention includes Early Literacy Intervention at
grade K-2 and Leveled Literacy Intervention in grades 3-8.
Leveled Literacy Intervention in grades 3-8 was transitioned
from Read 180 to Fountas Pinnell. Continuous monitoring of
these programs allow for the development of a customized
learning experiences that improve literacy skills for each
individual learner.
 Campus Literacy support for teachers and Campus
Administration for grades K-2 was provided through campus
visits and job-embedded professional development by District
Early Literacy Lead Teachers and core coordinators.
 Literacy support in grades 6-12 was provided through campus
visits and job-embedded professional development by District
Literacy Coach and Core Coordinators.

OBJECTIVES NOT SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR YEAR 1 (2016-2017)

Objective 3.2: Create an alumni association to build relationships and leverage
community resources to support real-world applications in the classroom.
Status
Action Steps
In Progress Identify Alumni who can potentially
support district efforts and initiatives.

Performance Metrics – Year 1 (2016-2017)
 The district has created an alumni outreach system which
includes an online and print enrollment form.
 McAllen ISD staff is coordinating committees with alumni to
secure support and revenue for the district.

 Plan with meeting dates and agendas will be created for
In Progress Set up meeting dates and invite
Alumni to meeting to give overview of implementation of the McAllen ISD Alumni Initiative during the
McAllen ISD Strategic Plan.
2017-2018 school year.
COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018

Objective 3.2: Create an alumni association to build relationships and leverage
community resources to support real-world applications in the classroom.
Status
Action Steps
Complete/ Identify alumni who can potentially
Ongoing support district efforts and initiatives.

Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-2018)
 District continues to promote and improve upon alumni
outreach system which includes an online and print enrollment
form.
 McAllen ISD staff continues to coordinate committees with
alumni to secure support and revenue for the district.

 District continues to plan meeting dates and agendas for the
Complete/ Set up meeting dates and invite
Alumni
to
meeting
to
give
overview
of
McAllen ISD Alumni Initiative during the 2018-2019 school
Ongoing
McAllen ISD Strategic Plan.
year.
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OBJECTIVES NOT SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR YEAR 1 (2016-2017)

Objective 3.3: Infuse science, technology, engineering, arts, and math
applications into our instruction to produce authentic learning experiences.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Campuses received STEAM+
funding to support the infusion of
science, technology, engineering,
arts, and math applications into our
instruction.

Performance Metrics – Year 1 (2016-2017)
 Principals developed STEAM+ action plans and presented
plans to fellow principals. All presentations with ideas of
instruction to produce authentic learning experiences for
Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Math.

COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018

Objective 3.3: Infuse science, technology, engineering, arts, and math
applications into our instruction to produce authentic learning experiences.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Campuses continue to utilize
STEAM+ funding to support the
infusion of science, technology,
engineering, arts, and math
applications into our instruction.

Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-2018)
 Principals developed STEAM+ action plans and presented
plans to fellow principals. All presentations with ideas of
instruction to produce authentic learning experiences for
Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Math.

OBJECTIVES NOT SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR YEAR 1 (2016-2017)

Objective 3.4: Create a secure, world-class learning environment that meets the
social, emotional, and educational needs of every student to ensure all students
meet their full potential.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Create instructional publications to
support classroom teachers and
create Value-Added Progress
Monitoring Systems to enhance
McAllen ISD’s world-class learning
environment.

In Progress Increase rigor, emotional
intelligence and competitive job
skills in the teaching and learning
through tiered PD services.

Performance Metrics – Year 1 (2016-2017)
 Curriculum and Instruction Strategic Design Team (CISDT),
comprised of High School Principals, Deans of Instruction,
Master Schedulers, Registers, along with Instructional
Service Directors, Core Coordinators, Assistant
Superintendent, and Associate Superintendent produced,
managed, and facilitated the following instructional
publications and Value-Added Progress Monitoring Systems:
o McAllen ISD High School Curriculum Bulletin
o McAllen ISD Framework of Student Learning--STEAM+
Playbook (to support teachers as they plan their
lessons)
o McAllen ISD Framework of Student Learning-International Baccalaureate Program (to support
teachers as they plan their lessons)
o High School Master Schedules
o Student Attendance Systems
o Annual Drop-out Systems
o Advanced Placement Courses Systems
o Dual Enrollment Courses Systems
o College and Career-Ready Graduates Systems
 ILT provided training to principals on increasing rigor and
infusing Emotional Intelligence into the teaching and
learning, while making relevant connections to today’s
competitive job skills.

McAllen ISD will partner with Office
 Office Depot will host a community day for all Minitropolis
Depot to create world-class learning
campuses.
environments that are authentic,
 Office Depot will be part of the Minitropolis schools in
engaging, and entrepreneurial to
2017-18.
provide college and career
 Office Depot will support the district with resources and
experiences while meeting the
tools earmarked for enhancing mentoring opportunities
needs of the whole child.
for students.
COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018
MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Objective 3.4: Create a secure, world-class learning environment that meets the
social, emotional, and educational needs of every student to ensure all students
meet their full potential.
Status
Action Steps
Complete/ Improve and refine instructional
publications to ensure
Ongoing
implementation and monitoring of
safety protocols, support classroom
teachers and to measure learning of
students and educators through the
Value-Added Progress Monitoring
System in order to enhance McAllen
ISD’s world-class learning
environment.

Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-2018)
 Curriculum and Instruction Strategic Design Team (CISDT),
comprised of High School Principals, Deans of Instruction,
Master Schedulers, Registrars, along with Instructional
Service Directors, Core Coordinators, Assistant
Superintendent, and Associate Superintendent revised,
managed, and facilitated the following on-going instructional
publications and Value-Added Progress Monitoring Systems:
o McAllen ISD High School Curriculum Bulletin
o McAllen ISD STEAM+ for Framework of Student
Learning (to support teachers as they plan their lessons)
o McAllen ISD IB (International Baccalaureate
o Framework for Student Learning (to support teachers as
they plan their lessons)
o High School Master Schedules
o Student Attendance Systems
o Annual Drop-out Systems
o Advanced Placement Courses Systems
o Dual Enrollment Courses Systems
o College and Career-Ready Graduates Systems
o Development of a 2018 Accountability Handbook
that reflects an updated accountablility system. The
handbook guides all instructional stakeholders in the
transition from an Index 1-4 accountability measure
to a Domain 1-3 measurement and a district and
campus A-F grading system.
 Enhanced Safety Protocols were developed to improve
the heightened awareness of potential Student/Employee
safety issues to include mental and behavioral concerns
that arise around crisis. Protocols include safety
prevention measures being tallied and reported to
Superintendent and Principals on a weekly basis and a
value added monitoring system to monitor school safety
issues. Prevention of student and employee mental and
behavior measures include:
o Bullying Reporting & Investigation Process
o Title IX Investigation
o Suicide Interventionand Critical Incident Plan
o Non-Suicidal Self-Injury Protocol
o Emergency Response Information Protocol (ERIP)
o School Messenger
o Communication enhancement measures include:
 Town Hall Meetings focused on Safety
 Enhance the use and monitoring of School
Messenger System
 Crisis Communication improvements include:
o Emergency Response Information Protocol (ERIP)
o School Messenger Communication enhancement
measures.
o The District creatred a Town Hall meeting focused
on safety, which drew in 300+ Participantes in
person and # participates through LIVE streaming.

.
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STRATEGY 4: RIGOROUS/WORLD CLASS STANDARDS
CUSTOMIZED FOR EVERY LEARNER

We will utilize national and global standards to customize learning for every
learner.

SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR SPECIFIC RESULTS IN YEAR 1 (2016-2017)

Objective 4.1: Identify, align, and apply national and international academic
standards to develop an enriched curriculum for student growth and success.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Form a diversified committee inclusive
of stakeholders to research, identify
and define national/international
standards in all curriculum areas.

Performance Metrics – Year 1 (2016-2017)
 Instructional Services Strategic Design Team for Strategy 4
included Assistant Superintendent for Instructional Services,
Instructional Services Directors, campus administrators, and
parents.
 Meetings were held in October, November, December,
February, and April to discuss Instructional Services programs
and services.
 Action plans were developed for STEAM+, Capstone
Community Service Projects, alignment of Texas, national and
international standards, increasing partnerships with industry to
expand on opportunities for students in CTE, increasing grants
awarded to district, and enhancing Dual Language program in
McAllen ISD.

Complete/
Ongoing

The diversified committee of
stakeholders researches existing
systems/programs that implement a
globally focused and interdisciplinary
curriculum and makes
recommendations.

 Presentations have been conducted by the following national
and international standard organizations: STEAM+, College
Board (Advanced Placement and PSAT and SAT), International
Baccalaureate and the ACT.
 Instructional Services Strategic Design Team visited campuses
in January 2017 to evaluate existing programs.
 Instructional Services Strategic Design Team requested
additional information on AP Capstone Diploma, IB Career –
Related Programme and UT – On Ramps.

Complete/
Ongoing

Expand teacher development to align  The International Baccalaureate, College Board
and bridge internationally-recognized
(PSAT/SAT), and ACT presented a staff development
assessments and curriculum standards model.
(ACT, PSAT, SAT, AP, IB, Professional  McAllen ISD will continue Spring 2017 with principals to
licenses, and certifications) to the
review teacher development and curriculum alignment.
curriculum.

Complete/
Ongoing

Integrate current local and global
issues into school curriculum
throughout all grade levels, such as
global media, political discussion, and
current events.

 Capstone Project for fifth, eight, and tenth grades and IB
Exhibition/Community Project/Personal Project are
assimilated into the curriculum. Campus plans were
submitted in fall. Schools hold presentations through out
year.
 STEAM+ research topics, IB themes, and contexts are
integrated into the District-adopted curriculum.

Complete/
Ongoing

Research the effects of utilizing PreAP/GT instruction strategies for all
students.

 Gifted and Talented Program is offered at all
elementary/middle/high schools.
 Pre-AP staff development will be available for elementary
campuses grades 4 and 5 during the summer of 2017.
 The Region 1 ESC Gifted and Talented Director delivered a
presentation in January 2017 to Advisory Council.
 Utilization of PreAP/GT strategies for all students
recommended as needed. When GT strategies are used for
all students – they are general education best practices.
Strategies for gifted have to be above and beyond what is
needed for general education.
 Texas Association of Gifted and Talented On Demand Gifted and Talented 30 hour training videos available for all
staff.
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Complete/
Ongoing

Develop an alumni and parent of
alumni feedback program to track
alumni career and college readiness
success rates.

Complete/
Ongoing

Enhance the opportunities for all
students to participate in challenging
curriculum and course offerings.

Complete
Complete/
Ongoing

 Instructional Services Strategic Design Team will use
National Clearinghouse to monitor college readiness
success rates by tracking high school students’ progress in
college after high school graduation.

 Instructional Services Strategic Design Team and
Curriculum and Instruction Design Team will expand course
offerings at the high schools.
 Each high school will be offering AP Computer Science, AP
European History, UT-On Ramps Courses, and IB
Mathematics High Level (Lamar only) depending on
availability of certified teacher and student request in 20172018.
Research different block schedules for  Seventh grade block scheduled reading/writing will continue
implementation.
for 2017-2018. Sixth, 7th, and 8th grade math block will be
offered in 2017.
Develop minimum standards to
 Title I program conducts Fall and Spring surveys and
increase family engagement through
continues to work with campus principals to work on targets
the creation of interactive activities that
for family participation as we move and transition to the
produce meaningful open
Every Student Succeeds Act.
communication between teachers,
 Advisory Councils are established in CTE, Advanced
students, and parent/guardians.
Academics, Federal Programs, Bilingual Education, Special
Education, Migrant Education, SHAC.

COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018

Objective 4.1: Identify, align, and apply national and international academic
standards to develop an enriched curriculum for student growth and success.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-2018)
Expand college readiness opportunities  District increased number of dual enrollment courses at all
for students by adding more AP, IB,
comprehensive high schools.
and dual enrollment course offerings
 District increased UT-On Ramps course offerings at all
and college entrance exam testing
comprehensive high schools.
opportunities.
 District increased student participation in AP, IB, ACT, and SAT
exams.

Complete/
Ongoing

Continue to meet with diversified
committee inclusive of stakeholders to
research, identify and define
national/international standards in all
curriculum areas.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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 Instructional Services Strategic Design Team for Strategy 4
included Assistant Superintendent for Instructional Services,
Instructional Services Directors, campus administrators, and
parents.
 Meetings were held in October, November, December,
February, and April to discuss Instructional Services programs
and services.
 Action plans were developed for STEAM+, and Capstone
Community Service Projects, alignment of Texas, national and
international standards, increasing partnerships with industry to
expand on opportunities for students in CTE, increasing grants
awarded to district, and enhancing Dual Language program in
McAllen ISD.
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Complete/
Ongoing

The diversified committee of
stakeholders researches existing
systems/programs that implement a
globally focused and interdisciplinary
curriculum and makes
recommendations.

Complete/
Ongoing

Expand teacher development to align  McAllen ISD provided training to teachers on curriculum
and bridge internationally-recognized
alignment to internationally recognized assessments.
assessments and curriculum standards
(ACT, PSAT, SAT, AP, IB, Professional
licenses, and certifications) to the
curriculum.

Complete/
Ongoing

Continue to integrate current local and
global issues into school curriculum
throughout all grade levels, such as
global media, political discussion, and
current events.

Complete/
Ongoing

Utilize Pre-AP/GT instruction strategies  Gifted and Talented Program is offered at all
for all students.
elementary/middle/high schools.
 Pre-AP staff development will be available for elementary
campuses grades 4 and 5 during the summer of 2018.
 Utilization of PreAP/GT strategies for all students.
 Texas Association of Gifted and Talented On Demand Gifted and Talented 30 hour training videos are made
available for all staff.

Complete/
Ongoing

Develop an alumni and parent of
alumni feedback program to track
alumni career and college readiness
success rates.

 Instructional Services Strategic Design Team will use
National Clearinghouse to monitor college readiness
success rates by tracking high school students’ progress in
college after high school graduation.

Complete/
Ongoing

Enhance the opportunities for all
students to participate in challenging
curriculum and course offerings.

 Instructional Services Strategic Design Team and
Curriculum and Instruction Design Team will evaluate
student participation and student mastery to make informed
decisions on expanding course offerings at the high schools.
 Each high school will be offering AP, IB, and dual enrollment
courses depending on availability of certified teacher and
student request.

Complete

Offer block schedule in selected
grades and subjects.

Complete/
Ongoing

 Presentations have been conducted by the following national
and international standard organizations: STEAM+, College
Board (Advanced Placement, PSAT, and SAT), International
Baccalaureate and the ACT.

 Capstone Project for all grades and IB Exhibition/Community
Project/Personal Project are assimilated into the curriculum.
Campus plans were submitted in fall. Schools hold
presentations throughout year.
 STEAM+ research topics, IB themes, and contexts are
integrated into the District-adopted curriculum.

 Seventh grade block scheduled reading/writing will continue.
Sixth, 7th, and 8th grade math block will continue. Reading
block will be offered in 6th grade at Brown and Travis in
2018-2019.
Develop minimum standards to
 Title I program conducts Fall and Spring surveys and
increase family engagement through
continues to work with campus principals to work on targets
the creation of interactive activities that
for family participation as we move and transition to the
produce meaningful open
Every Student Succeeds Act.
communication between teachers,
 Advisory Councils are established in CTE, Advanced
students, and parent/guardians.
Academics, Federal Programs, Bilingual Education, Special
Education, Migrant Education, and SHAC.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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OBJECTIVES NOT SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR YEAR 1 (2016-2017)

Objective 4.2: Individualize learning through a diverse and rigorous curriculum
to challenge and motivate every learner.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
All elementary campuses
implement a Reteach and Enrich
model that targets the individual
needs of all learners and challenge
students with rigorous curriculum.

Complete/
Ongoing

Secondary campuses offer PreAP/AP/IB/Dual Enrollment courses to
ensure students receive a challenging
curriculum that prepares them for the
21st century.
In Progress Campuses use STAAR4Ward and
DMAC to monitor learning and plan
instruction based on students’ specific
learning needs.

Performance Metrics – Year 1 (2016-2017)
 Campus executive presentations to ELT serve as
documentation of Reteach and Enrich, the model that targets
the individual needs of learners.

 Master Schedules reflect course Pre-AP/AP/IB/Dual
Enrollment offerings in core content areas.

 Progress monitoring resources, such as STAAR4Ward and
DMAC, are utilized to inform teaching and learning practices
based on the academic needs of students as reflected on
STAAR4Ward and DMAC quintile reports.

COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018

Objective 4.2: Individualize learning through a diverse and rigorous curriculum
to challenge and motivate every learner.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Offer dual language program at
selected elementary campuses
and Fossum Middle School

Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-2018)
 District provides training, resources, and funding to dual
language campuses to ensure successful implementation of
dual language program.

Complete/
Ongoing

Monitor dual language program
implementation at all dual
language campuses

 District progress monitors student performance through a
value-added progress monitoring system that informs
instructional decisions.

Complete/
Ongoing

Establish a dual language Focus
Group comprised of parents, dual
language advocates, and district
personnel to support dual
language initiative and efforts.

 Group holds meetings at least four times a year to discuss
dual language program and address concerns.
 Members serve as advocates to dual language campuses to
promote dual language program.

Complete/
Ongoing

Deliver a guaranteed and viable
curriculum that is aligned to state
standards and maximizes learning
opportunities for all students

 Content coordinators, along with special population directors,
provide professional development to classroom teachers on
required TEKS and learning strategies on a six-weeks basis.
 Content coordinators and special population directors support
teachers with instructional resources and training.
 The McAllen ISD Educator Learning Model of IB & STEAM+
Framework of Student Learning is the tiered year long teaching
and learning for all Instructional employees.

Complete/
Ongoing

All elementary campuses will
continue to implement a Reteach
and Enrich model that targets the
individual needs of all learners and
challenge students with rigorous
curriculum.

 Campus executive presentations to ELT serve as
documentation of Reteach and Enrich, the model that targets
the individual needs of learners.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Complete/
Ongoing

Complete/
Ongoing

Secondary campuses continue to
 Master Schedules reflect course Pre-AP/AP/IB/Dual and UToffer Pre-AP/AP/IB/Dual Enrollment
OnRamps Enrollment offerings in core content areas.
and UT-OnRamps courses to ensure
students receive a challenging
curriculum that prepares them for the
21st century.
Campuses use LEAD4Ward,
 Progress monitoring resources, such as STAAR4Ward and
STAAR4Ward, and DMAC to monitor
DMAC, are utilized to inform teaching and learning practices
learning and plan instruction based on
based on the academic needs of students as reflected on
students’ specific learning needs.
STAAR4Ward and DMAC quintile reports.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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STRATEGY 5: PARTNERSHIPS WITH BUSINESS/CIVIC
EDUCATION/ORGANIZATIONS

We will develop and strengthen bonds with the business, educations and civic
community to provide engaging learning opportunities.
SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR SPECIFIC RESULTS IN YEAR 1 (2016-2017)

OBJECTIVES: 5.1 Create reciprocal partnerships with educational, business and
civic entities to develop internship programs.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Research media used by district
consumers, peers and competitors.

Complete/
Ongoing

Through the Student Support
Services Department, ensure equity
by using multiple modes of
communication to disseminate the
accessibility of all programs or
student activities.

Complete/
Ongoing
Complete/
Ongoing

Performance Metrics – Year 1 (2016-2017)
 Review marketing trends and competitors' marketing
methods. Staff uses software analytics to track ad placement
and marketing traffic.
 Revisions in the Parent Survey are being identified to
include media consumption preferences.

 Multiple modes of communication include online registration,
Skyward Parent Access District website and face-to-face
communication with Student Support Services Department
team members.
 We are utilizing technology (iPads and hotspot devices)
during home visits to assist with enrollment/transfer requests.
 Staff is actively conducting home visits to minimize and
prevent excessive absenteeism.
 Student Support Services attends city and district events
(Example: EduFest, Autism Awareness Run/Walk, Health &
Wellness Expo, and UTRGV Bilingual Program event) to
activity recruit new students.
 A McAllen ISD Police Department vehicle was repurposed to
be used during student recruitment activities.
Establish multiple feedback avenues  Student Support Services provides a centralized feedback
for the public coordinated through
avenue for student and parent related issues or concerns.
one central team.
 Human Resources provides a centralized feedback
avenue for all employee-related issues or concerns.
Provide process clarity through the
 The Student Handbook is posted on McAllen ISD website
student handbook and flow-charts for for ease of access.
departments and campuses.
 Flow charts have been developed to provide clarity for
students and parents. Flow Chart examples include:
transfers, discipline issues, grievances, and complaints or
concerns.

In Progress Establish orientation procedures for
new students and parents, such as
welcome packets per campus.

 Orientation procedures for new students and parents are
currently under review for improvement.

 District Representative have attended monthly coalition
In Progress Establish partnerships with civic
organizations such as the Behavioral
meetings in order to network with members of local Health
Health Solutions of South Texas and
Service agencies (initiated February 21, 2017).
Tobacco Prevention & Control
 Internship opportunities for students in 2017-2018 CTE
Coalition.
Counseling and Mental Health courses have been
developed.
 Student leadership and volunteer opportunities as well as
project based learning activities that promote health and
wellness have been created through the C-SHAC
(Campus School Health Advisory Committee).

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018

OBJECTIVES: 5.1 Create reciprocal partnerships with educational, business
and civic entities to develop internship programs.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Continue to research media used by
district consumers, peers and
competitors.

Complete/
Ongoing

Through the Student Support
Services Department, continue to
ensure equity by using multiple
modes of communication to
disseminate the accessibility of all
programs or student activities.

Complete/
Ongoing
Complete/
Ongoing

Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-2018)
 Review marketing trends and competitors' marketing
methods. Staff uses software analytics to track ad placement
and marketing traffic.
 Revisions in the Parent Survey are being identified to
include media consumption preferences.

 Multiple modes of communication include online registration,
Skyward Parent Access District website and face-to-face
communication with Student Support Services Department
team members.
 We are utilizing technology (iPads and hotspot devices)
during home visits to assist with enrollment/transfer requests.
 Staff is actively conducting home visits to minimize and
prevent excessive absenteeism.
 Student Support Services attends city and district events
(Example: Back to School Bash at the McAllen International
Museum, City of McAllen Christmas Day Parade, City of
McAllen Youth Marathon, City of McAllen Boat Show, City of
Hidalgo Borderfest, and Mercedes Livestock Show) to
actively recruit new students.
 A McAllen ISD Police Department vehicle was repurposed to
be used during student recruitment activities.
Continue to establish multiple
 Student Support Services provides a centralized feedback
feedback avenues for the public
avenue for student and parent related issues or concerns.
coordinated through one central team.  Human Resources provides a centralized feedback
avenue for all employee-related issues or concerns.
Continue to provide process clarity
 The Student Handbook is posted on McAllen ISD website
through the student handbook and
for ease of access.
flow-charts for departments and
 Flow charts have been developed to provide clarity for
campuses.
students and parents. Flow chart examples include:
transfers, discipline issues, grievances, and complaints or
concerns.

Complete
Ongoing

Continue to improve orientation
procedures for new students and
parents, such as welcome packets
per campus.
In Progress Increase partnerships with civic
organizations such as the Behavioral
Health Solutions of South Texas and
Tobacco Prevention & Control
Coalition.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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 Orientation procedures for new students and parents are
continuously reviewed and updated for improvement.
 District Representatives have attended monthly coalition
meetings in order to network with members of local Health
Service agencies.
 Internship opportunities for students in CTE Counseling
and Mental Health courses have been developed.
 Student leadership and volunteer opportunities as well as
project based learning activities that promote health and
wellness have been created through the C-SHAC
(Campus School Health Advisory Committee).
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OBJECTIVES NOT SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR YEAR 1 (2016-2017)

OBJECTIVES: 5.2 Create formalized agreements with educational, business and
civic entities to develop mentorship programs.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Research mentorship programs used
by district consumers, peers, and
competitors.
Research membership opportunities
with the City of McAllen and local civic
organizations.
Develop and implement the criteria of
a mentorship program between
Career Technical Education (CTE)
and the CTE Advisory Council.

Performance Metrics – Year 1 (2016-2017)
 Establish mentorship program contacts with neighboring
districts and civic organizations by attending monthly Region
One CTE networking meetings.
 A document will be produced that contains wage-earning
mentorship/partnerships in retail marketing, business
management, hospitality, and pharmacy.
 The completed McAllen ISD Community Partnership
Strategic Design Project Plan will be presented at future ILS
meetings in 2017-2018.

Create or update a CTE Action Plan to
implement in 2017-2018.
 A Mentorship Program of Study in Counseling and Mental
In Progress Create a mentorship program with
UTRGV school of medicine between
Health has been created in partnership with UTRGV School of
Resident and Health Science Students. Medicine and will be implemented during the 2017-2018
school year.
Form a committee between CTE and
 The McAllen ISD CTE Community Partnership Strategic
UTRGV school of medicine to establish Design Project Plan will be presented at future ILS meetings in
a mentorship program.
2017-2018 and/or a Board Report in Fall, 2017.
Develop criteria and implementation of
mentorship program.

COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018

OBJECTIVES: 5.2 Create formalized agreements with educational, business
and civic entities to develop mentorship programs.
Status
Action Steps
In Progress Establish mentorship programs used
by district consumers, peers, and
competitors.

Research membership opportunities
with the City of McAllen and local civic
organizations.

Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-2018)
 Establish mentorship program contacts with neighboring
districts and civic organizations by attending monthly Region
One CTE networking meetings.
 A document will be produced that contains wage-earning
mentorship/partnerships in retail marketing, business
management, hospitality, and pharmacy.
 The completed McAllen ISD Community Partnership
Strategic Design Project Plan will be presented at future ILS
meetings.

Develop and implement the criteria of
a mentorship program between
Career Technical Education (CTE)
and the CTE Advisory Council.
Create or update a CTE Action Plan to
implement in 2017-2018

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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In Progress Create a mentorship program with
 A Mentorship Program of Study in Counseling and Mental
UTRGV school of medicine between
Health has been created in partnership with UTRGV School of
Resident and Health Science Students. Medicine.
Form a committee between CTE and
UTRGV school of medicine to establish
a mentorship program.
Develop criteria and implementation of
mentorship program.

OBJECTIVES NOT SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR YEAR 1 (2016-2017)

Objective 5.3: Utilize a broad range of media to communicate real-time district
opportunities, which encompass jobs, academic and business partnerships,
and district activities.
Status
Action Steps
In Progress Make communication a point of
evaluation for campus and central
administration leaders through a
performance metrics system.

Performance Metrics – Year 1 (2016-2017)
 Human Resources is benchmarking performance
management systems for improvement opportunities.
Strategic elements to be measured may include the
Emotional Intelligence (Self Awareness, Self Regulation,
Motivation, Empathy, and Social Skills), and the Seven
Competencies (Critical Thinking, Problem Solving, and
Decision Making; Creativity and Innovation; Social,
Cultural, Global and Environmental Responsibility;
Communication; Digital and Technological Fluency;
Lifelong Learning, Personal Management, and Well-Being;
and Collaboration and Leadership).

COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018

Objective 5.3: Utilize a broad range of media to communicate real-time district
opportunities, which encompass jobs, academic and business partnerships,
and district activities.
Status

Action Steps

In Progress Make communication a point of
evaluation for campus and central
administration leaders through a
performance metrics system.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-2018)
 Human Resources completed automating all performance
management evaluation instruments.
 Job decriptions are being reviewed, and HR is working
with directors to ensure communication is addressed as a
job evaluation criterion.
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SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR SPECIFIC RESULTS IN YEAR 1 (2016-2017)

OBJECTIVES: 5.4 Utilize a variety of authentic learning venues expanding the
educational classroom to include field experiences and enrichment programs
during the calendar year.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Attend monthly South Texas
Manufacturing Associations
meetings in order to develop
relationships with the McAllen
Economic Development
Corporation and McAllen Chamber
of Commerce.

In Progress

Expand current Career Technical
Education Student Organization
(CTSO) opportunities though
service based learning projects.

In Progress

Using a Total Quality approach
(TQM), McAllen ISD will partner
with Office Depot to incorporate
real world college and career
experiences that are safe, healthy,
engaging and promote student
achievement and growth.

Performance Metrics – Year 1 (2016-2017)
 Field trips to manufacturing plants and City of McAllen utility
departments will be planned during the 2017-2018 School
Year.
 A student survey about knowledge gained by field experience
opportunities will be developed for the 2017-2018 School
Year.
 Student-led classroom presentations about knowledge gained
through field experience opportunities will be developed for the
2017-2018 School Year.
 A report to the Board of Trustees about CTE Student Field
Experiences and Results will be presented at the end of the
2017-2018 school Year.
 The District promotes awareness of Career Technical
Education Student Organization (CTSO) opportunities and
projects through CTE webpage, CTE promotional videos,
Career Connections Online Publication, Curriculum Bulletin
Online Publication, Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram.
 A report to the Board of Trustees about completed CTSO
Enrichment Service Based Projects will be presented at the
end of the 2017-2018 school Year.
 Partnerships will be developed with businesses and
organizations that incorporate real world college and
career shadowing experiences. The development of
these partnerships are designed to be healthy, safe, and
engaging environments that promote students’ realworld learning experiences.

COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018

OBJECTIVES: 5.4 Utilize a variety of authentic learning venues expanding the
educational classroom to include field experiences and enrichment programs
during the calendar year.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-2018)
Continue to attend monthly South
 Field trips to manufacturing plants and City of McAllen utility
Texas Manufacturing Association
departments will be planned during the 2018-2019 School
meetings in order to develop
Year.
relationships with the McAllen
 A student survey about knowledge gained by field experience
Economic Development Corporation
opportunities will be developed for the 2018-2019 school Year.
and McAllen Chamber of
 Student-led classroom presentations about knowledge gained
Commerce.
through field experience opportunities will be conducted.

In Progress

Expand current Career Technical
Education Student Organization
(CTSO) opportunities though
service based learning projects.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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 The District promotes awareness of Career Technical
Education Student Organization (CTSO) opportunities and
projects through CTE webpage, CTE promotional videos,
Career Connections Online Publication, Curriculum Bulletin
Online Publication, Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram.
 A report to the Board of Trustees about completed CTSO
Enrichment Service Based Projects will be presented at the
end of the 2018-2019 school Year.
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STRATEGY 6: FUTURE-READY STUDENTS

We will foster principled students who learn, adapt, and innovate in response to their everchanging environment.
OBJECTIVES NOT SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR YEAR 1 (2016-2017)

Objective 6.1: Create a student-led mentoring program on ALL campuses for
every student.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Through various programs, i.e.
AVID and PALS, students mentor
fellow students.

Complete/
Ongoing

Partnerships with community
organizations such as Rotary Club
and Big Brothers, Big Sisters will
provide additional opportunities for
students to mentor fellow students.

Performance Metrics – Year 1 (2016-2017)
 Students will maintain AVID and PALS Mentoring Logs.
 College specialists and counselors will promote mentoring
program, support student progress, and monitor the AVID and
PALS Mentoring Logs.
mentoring
records.
 Meetings with
community partner organizations and central
office staff were scheduled to discuss mentoring opportunities
for students.
 Community Partners will meet with campus principals to
coordinate mentoring opportunities at campus level.

COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018

Objective 6.1: Create a student-led mentoring program on ALL campuses for
every student.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Continue to offer mentoring
programs such AVID and PALS at
all campuses.

Complete/
Ongoing

Expand partnerships with
community organizations such as
Rotary Club to provide additional
opportunities for students to
mentor fellow students.

Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-2018)
 Students will maintain Mentoring Logs.
 College specialists and counselors will promote mentoring
program, support student progress, and monitor the AVID and
PALS Mentoring Logs.
records.
 mentoring
Meetings with
community partner organizations and central
office staff were scheduled to discuss mentoring opportunities
for students.
 Community Partners will meet with campus principals to
coordinate mentoring opportunities at campus level.

SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR SPECIFIC RESULTS IN YEAR 1 (2016-2017)

Objective 6.2: Implement a capstone community service component at each
grade level that is focused on adaptive and innovative ideas that identify and
resolve real world issues.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Performance Metrics – Year 1 (2016-2017)
Strategic planning committee will
 District definition of capstone community service project was
provide district-developed definition of
developed by Instructional Services Strategic Design
“capstone community service project”
Committee and shared with district stakeholders during
(CCSP) to all stakeholders.
district meetings and trainings.

Complete/
Ongoing

A strategic planning committee will
 Instructional Services Strategic Design team comprised of
establish leadership team to
Assistant Superintendent for IS, Advanced Academic
determine how to incorporate a CCSP
Director, Advanced Academic Strategists, and CTE
at elementary, middle, and high
Coordinator was formed to develop plan to incorporate a
school levels.
CCSP at elementary, middle school, and high school levels.

Complete/
Ongoing

Each campus will establish a steering  All STEAM+ campuses have established a steering
committee to lead a project, based on
committee to lead the CCSP project.
definition of CCSP.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Campus steering committee will
 Campus steering committees have defined project
define project outcomes and goals,
outcomes, goals, and skills that will be implemented by
and specific skills that will be used for
the end of the year.
CCSP.
 Each campus has identified a capstone coordinator to
Complete/ Each campus will identify an
individual to coordinate the projects.
facilitate and coordinate the implementation of the CCSP
Ongoing
projects.
 Each campus has developed a communication/marketing
In Progress Each campus will develop a
communication/marketing plan to
plan to notify and invite the community to Capstone
formalize what campus is doing and
events.
to reach out to community at the city,
district, and campus level.
Complete/
Ongoing

In Progress Each campus is implementing the
capstone activities.

 Each campus submitted a Capstone Action Plan with
activities and dates of capstone initiatives.

COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018

Objective 6.2: Implement a capstone community service component at each
grade level that is focused on adaptive and innovative ideas that identify and
resolve real world issues.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-2018)
Strategic planning committee will
 District definition of capstone community service project was
provide district-developed definition of
developed by Instructional Services Strategic Design
“capstone community service project”
Committee and shared with district stakeholders during
(CCSP) to all stakeholders.
district meetings and trainings.

Complete/
Ongoing

A strategic planning committee will
 Instructional Services Strategic Design team comprised of
establish leadership team to
Assistant Superintendent for IS, Advanced Academic
determine how to incorporate a CCSP
Director, Advanced Academic Strategists, and CTE
at elementary, middle, and high
Coordinator was formed to develop a plan to incorporate a
school levels.
CCSP at elementary, middle school, and high school levels.

Complete/
Ongoing

Each campus will establish a steering  All STEAM+ campuses have established a steering
committee to lead a project, based on
committee to lead the CCSP project.
definition of CCSP.

Complete/
Ongoing

Campus steering committee will
 Campus steering committees have defined project
define project outcomes and goals,
outcomes, goals, and skills that will be implemented by
and specific skills that will be used for
the end of the year.
CCSP.
Each campus will identify an
 Each campus has identified a capstone coordinator to
individual to coordinate the projects.
facilitate and coordinate the implementation of the CCSP
projects.
Each campus will develop a
 Each campus has developed a communication/marketing
communication/marketing plan to
plan to notify and invite the community to Capstone
formalize what campus is doing and
events.
to reach out to community at the city,
district, and campus level.

Complete/
Ongoing
Complete/
Ongoing

Complete/
Ongoing

Each campus is implementing the
capstone activities.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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 Each campus submitted a Capstone Action Plan with
activities and dates of Capstone initiatives.
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OBJECTIVES NOT SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR YEAR 1 (2016-2017)

Objective 6.3: Create teacher trainings to facilitate the use of innovative and
adaptable technologies to teach future-ready students.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Performance Metrics – Year 1 (2016-2017)
The district hosts an annual
 Staff Development office will evaluate records of ERO to
teacher technology conference
document attendance and success of iPad Palooza.
(TECHnovate STX) to facilitate the
implementation of technology into
teaching and learning.
Teachers participate in campus-led
 Campus Staff will increase their technology skills set and
technology trainings that are facilitated integrate technology into the teaching and learning.
by Apple Consultants and Campus
Technology Specialists.

COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018

Objective 6.3: Create teacher trainings to facilitate the use of innovative and
adaptable technologies to teach future-ready students.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Complete/
Ongoing

Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
The District offers instructional
technology trainings throughout the
year to teachers to provide them
with opportunities to learn new
skills.
The district hosts an annual
teacher technology conference
(IPAD Palooza) to facilitate the
implementation of technology into
teaching and learning.
Teachers participate in campus-led
technology trainings that are facilitated
by Apple Consultants and
Campus/Central Technology
Specialists.

Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-2018)
 Trainings are scheduled by Instructional Technology Director.
 Sign-in sheets serve as documentation of trainings.

 Participation/registration documentation is kept on file.
 Evaluation forms are completed by participants.

 Campus Staff will increase their technology skills set and
integrate technology into the teaching and learning.
 Campus administrators monitor instructional technology
implementation in the classroom.

OBJECTIVES NOT SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR YEAR 1 (2016-2017)

Objective 6.4: Implement non-traditional scheduling, such as block scheduling,
to allow greater flexibility for students and teachers.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Middle schools implemented block
scheduling for Reading and Writing
to maximize learning opportunities
for 7th grade students.

In Progress Middle schools will offer block
scheduling for math courses in the
2017-2018 school year to
maximize learning opportunities in
math.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Performance Metrics – Year 1 (2016-2017)
 Middle school campuses will create and maintain block
scheduling for Reading and Writing for 7th grade students.
 2017-2018 Master schedule will reflect block scheduling in
Reading and Writing – 7th grade for 108 minutes from Monday
through Friday.
 Scheduled meetings between HR department and campus
principals to discuss staffing needs were held.
 Master schedule for 2017-2018 school year will reflect block
scheduling for sixth, seventh, and eighth grade mathematics
for 108 minutes from Monday through Friday.
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COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018

Objective 6.4: Implement non-traditional scheduling, such as block scheduling,
to allow greater flexibility for students and teachers.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Middle schools will continue to
implement block scheduling for
Reading and Writing to maximize
learning opportunities for 7th grade
students.

Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-2018)
 Middle school campuses will create and maintain block
scheduling for Reading and Writing for 7th grade students.
 Master schedule will reflect block scheduling in Reading and
Writing – 7th grade for 108 minutes from Monday through
Friday.

Complete/
Ongoing

Middle schools will continue to
offer block scheduling for math
courses to maximize learning
opportunities in math.

 Scheduled meetings between HR department and campus
principals to discuss staffing needs were held.
 Master schedule will reflect block scheduling for sixth, seventh,
and eighth grade mathematics for 108 minutes from Monday
through Friday.

Complete/
Ongoing

Brown and Travis Middle schools
will implement block schedule in 6th
grade reading.

 Selected middle school campuses will create and maintain
block scheduling for Reading for 6th grade students.
 Master schedule will reflect block scheduling in Reading and
Writing – 7th grade for 108 minutes from Monday through
Friday.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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STRATEGY 7: FINANCIAL PRIORITIES

We will conduct a budget development, implementation and monitoring process
that reflects sound business and fiscal practices that support district goals.

SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR SPECIFIC RESULTS IN YEAR 1 (2016-2017)
Objective 7.1: Prepare budget plan aligned with financial priorities while providing for competitive, marketbased compensation plan, adequate per pupil spending and contingency planning.
Status
Action Steps
Complete/ Have a sufficient balance in the General
Ongoing
Fund in case of financial needs or crisis.

Performance Metrics – Year 1 (2016-2017)
 On June 30, 2016, the general fund balance was audited.
The unassigned fund balance is 21.90% of total operating
expenditures in the General Fund. The fund balance of the
general fund was $84,095,936, representing an increase of
$3,988,618 or 5%.

Complete/ Budget to include competitive, marketbased staff compensation plan that
Ongoing
provides for pay increases.

 The 2016-17 Budget included 2% general pay increase to
improve market competitiveness.
 Starting teacher salary increased to $45,800 to better align
with market.

Complete/ Provide targeted adjustments to ensure  Adjustments were made for employees whose pay rate was
staff is paid no less than the minimum of
less than the recommended minimum pay rate for their
Ongoing
pay range.
position.
 Decompression alleviated compression between teachers
and other certified educators salaries, which ensures staff is
paid no less than the minimum pay range.
Complete/ Provide equity adjustments for better
alignment with market and with other
Ongoing
positions.
Performing comparable job duties.
Complete/ Keep general fund payroll costs at no
more than 80% of budget.
Ongoing

 Equity adjustments relieved peer-to-peer compression within
pay ranges.
 These adjustments are better aligned in pay with current
market and with other positions performing comparable job
duties.
 The payroll costs are budgeted at 74.53% of total 2016-17
general fund budget.

Complete/ Maintain a reasonable tax collection
rate where 3-year average is greater
Ongoing
than 98% of total tax collections.

 The three-year average percent of total tax collections
including delinquent is 99.4%, which is greater than 98%
benchmark.

Complete/ Create Finance Strategic Design Team  Finance Strategic Design Team (FSDT), comprised of
with representation from Division of
Assistant Superintendent for Business Operations, Chief
Ongoing
Business Operations and Internal Audit.
Financial Officer, Director for Accounting, Director of
Payroll, Director for Network Support Services, Director for
Data Processing, Director for Purchasing Services and
Internal Auditor accomplished the following initiatives:
 Multi-year budget projections
 Developed a reporting system for evaluating position
budget to actual expenditures
 Monitored the staff-to-student ratio
 Coordinated the development of the Strategic
Procurement Plan
 Evaluated and implemented Employee Benefits cost
containment measures
 Increased fraud prevention measures with ACH Debit
Blocking

COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018
MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Objective 7.1: Prepare budget plan aligned with financial priorities while
providing for competitive, market-based compensation plan, adequate per pupil
spending and contingency planning.
Status
Action Steps
Complete/ Have a sufficient balance in the General
Ongoing
Fund in case of financial needs or crisis.

Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-2018)
 On June 30, 2017, the general fund balance was audited.
The unassigned fund balance is 23.23% of total operating
expenditures in the General Fund. The fund balance of the
general fund was $86,762,732 representing an increase of
$2,666,796 or 3.17%.
 As per Moody’s Investors Service Annual Comment, the
district's financial position is very healthy and is relatively
favorable.
 McAllen ISD's cash balance as a percent of operating
revenues (33%) is slightly higher than the US median, and
increased modestly between 2013 and 2017.
 The fund balance as a percent of operating revenues (29%)
is above other Moody's-rated school districts nationwide.

Complete/ Budget to include competitive, marketbased staff compensation plan that
Ongoing
provides for pay increases.

 The 2017-2018 Budget included 2.5% general pay increase
to improve market competitiveness.
 Starting teacher salary increased to $46,850 to better align
with market.

Complete/ Provide targeted adjustments to ensure
staff is paid no less than the minimum of
Ongoing
pay range.

 Adjustments were made for employees whose pay rate was
less than the recommended minimum pay rate for their
position.
 Decompression alleviated compression between teachers
and other certified educators salaries, which ensures staff is
paid no less than the minimum pay range.

Complete/ Provide equity adjustments for better
alignment with market and with other
Ongoing
positions.
Performing comparable job duties.

 Equity adjustments relieved peer-to-peer compression within
pay ranges.
 These adjustments are better aligned in pay with current
market and with other positions performing comparable job
duties.
 The payroll costs are budgeted at 79.00% of total 2017-18
general fund budget. Payroll costs percent of total is less
declared disaster and non-monetary on-behalf payments.
 2016-2017 McAllen ISD Average teacher salary was $1,194
less than the local market median or at 98% difference from
Market.
 2017-2018 McAllen ISD Average teacher salary is now
only $237 less than the local market median or at
100% of Market.
 2016-2017 McAllen ISD 20 Year Experience Teacher salary
was $2,345 less than the local market median or at 96%
difference from Market.
 2016-2017 McAllen ISD 20 Year Experience Teacher
salary is now $730 less than the local market median
or at 99% difference from Market.
 District moved from 8th rank order in 0-year teacher salary to
7th rank order (Ranking 1-6 - La Joya, Weslaco, Mission,
Harlingen, PSJA, Edinburg).

Complete/ Keep general fund payroll costs at no
more than 80% of budget.
Ongoing
Complete/ Improve teacher salaries with
competitive market-based compensation
Ongoing
plan.

Complete/ Maintain a reasonable tax collection rate
where 3-year average is greater than
Ongoing
98% of total tax collections.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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 The three-year average percent of total tax collections
including delinquent is 99.33%, which is greater than 98%
benchmark.
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Complete/ Continue with Finance Strategic Design  Finance Strategic Design Team (FSDT), comprised of
Team with representation from Division
Assistant Superintendent for Business Operations, Chief
Ongoing
of Business Operations.
Financial Officer, Director for Accounting, Director of
Payroll, Director for Network Support Services, Director for
Data Processing, Director for Purchasing Services and
representatives from other divisions as needed,
accomplished the following initiatives:
 Multi-year budget projections to FY 2021
 Multi-year enrollment projections
 Multi-year strategic staffing analysis
 Implemented Health Plan Fund Cash Flow Analysis
 Debt Service Plan through FY 2029
 Evaluated Private Business Use Test
 Planned for possible Maintenance Tax Note for FY
2019 (February 2019)
 Projections for declining Debt Service state aid
 Projections for the risk of becoming a Chapter 41
district
 Planned for a tax ratification election Sept 8, 2018

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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OBJECTIVES NOT SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR YEAR 1 (2016-2017)

Objective 7.2: Continue to provide financial transparency and meaningful
monitoring, while demonstrating that budget is in line with established
priorities.
Status
Action Steps
Complete/ Follow all local policies as well as state
and federal laws and regulations in the
Ongoing
operation of the school business
program.

Performance Metrics – Year 1 (2016-2017)
 McAllen ISD received an unmodified opinion in the 2015-16
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report on the financial
statements as a whole as determined by the External
Independent Auditor.

Complete/ District practices are sound, cost
effective and consistent with district
Ongoing
policy and law.

 McAllen ISD implemented a best practices program and
received various awards, such as Government Finance
Officers Association.
 Certificate of Achievement for Excellence in Financial
Reporting for the sixth straight year and Distinguished Budget
Presentation Award.

Complete/ Provide monthly financial reports
showing implementation compared to
Ongoing
adopted budget

 Accurate periodic financial reports were prepared and
presented to all stakeholders.
 “Budget to Actuals” website was launched.

Complete/ Continue to provide financial
transparency
Ongoing

 The Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts awarded
Transparency Star for Traditional Finances for 2016 and Debt
Obligations for 2016.
 Fund Balance website was launched to further demonstrate
transparency.

Complete/ Monitor the local, state and federal
Ongoing legislative process that impact public
school finance.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Enhanced process to research and consider significant policy
and legislative issues affecting school finance through the
following resources:
 Moak Casey and Associates – advocacy, legislative updates,
fiscal impact projections
 Region One Finance Advisory Council – guidance on
application of legislation and policy
 Texas Association of School Boards (TASB) – legislative
updates, professional development
 Association of School Boards (ASBO) International – Updates
on federal and nationwide best practices
 Texas School Alliance (TSA) – advocacy, legislative updates,
fiscal impact projections
 HillCo Partners - advocacy, legislative updates, fiscal impact
projections
 Equity Center – advocacy, legislative updates, professional
development
 Legislative Budget Board – fiscal impact projections of
legislative bills
 Texas Legislature Online – legislative bill tracking
 News outlets such as Texas Tribune and Education Week –
Current events
 Social media – Current events, sharing of updates with local
community
 Implemented Legislative Update Google Classroom for
Executive Leadership Team
Advocate in support of school finance reform through a letter of
support and Board Proclamation to the Texas 85th Legislature
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COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018

Objective 7.2: Continue to provide financial transparency and meaningful
monitoring, while demonstrating that budget is in line with established
priorities.
Status

Action Steps

Complete/ Follow all local policies as well as state
and federal laws and regulations in the
Ongoing
operation of the school business
program.

Complete/ District practices are sound, cost
effective and consistent with district
Ongoing
policy and law.

Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-2018)
 McAllen ISD received an “A” for “Superior” for 2017, 2016
and 2015 under the Texas School FIRST financial
accountability rating system, receiving a perfect score for
the 6th year in a row.
 McAllen ISD received an unmodified opinion in the 20162017 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report on the
financial statements as a whole as determined by the
External Independent Auditor.

 McAllen ISD implemented a best practices program and



received various awards, such as Government Finance
Officers Association Certificate of Achievement for Excellence
in Financial Reporting for the eighth straight year and
Distinguished Budget Presentation Award for 2016 and 2017.
The Association of School Business Officials International
(ASBO) awarded a Meritorious Budget Award to the District
for its 2018-2019 Budget Book.

Complete/ Provide monthly financial reports
showing implementation compared to
Ongoing
adopted budget.

 Accurate periodic financial reports were prepared and
presented to all stakeholders.

Complete/ Continue to provide financial
transparency.
Ongoing

 The Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts awarded
Transparency Star for Traditional Finances for 2016, 2017 and
Debt Obligations for 2016, 2017.
 Fund Balance report to the Board in November to further
demonstrate transparency.
 District developed the 2017 Popular Annual Financial Report.

Complete/ Monitor the local, state and federal
Ongoing legislative process that impact public
school finance.

 District continued to research and consider significant policy
and legislative issues affecting school finance.
 District trained central office administrators and principals on
86th Legislature new laws.

Complete/ Enhance the monitoring of the long-term
Ongoing sustainability of the Health Plan Fund.

 District developed system and performed quarterly analysis of
the revenues, expenditures, bank cash, and fund balance for
the Health Plan Fund.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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OBJECTIVES NOT SELECTED BY STRATEGIC DESIGN TEAM FOR YEAR 1 (2016-2017)

Objective 7.3: Maintain financial stability in the District to achieve the most
effective and efficient use of taxpayer dollars, while maintaining excellent
academic and extracurricular programs, along with technology and facility
improvements.
Status
Complete/
Ongoing
Complete/
Ongoing

Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps
Reduce staff positions through attrition.

Performance Metrics – Year 1 (2016-2017)
 McAllen ISD reduced 40 non-teacher full time equivalent
positions through attrition.
 This resulted in net savings of approximately $1.8M in payroll
costs.
Leverage e-Rate funding to implement  McAllen ISD leveraged e-Rate funding to upgrade network
cost effective technology
infrastructure and wireless access, fiber optic WAN
improvements.
installation. This increased bandwidth from 1Gbps to 10
Gbps. This resulted in approximately $3M savings,
equivalent to 85% and 90% discount.
Budget to include allocations to enhance  Budget for STEAM+ is $746,816.00.
academic programs.
 Budget for Robotics is $169,816.00.
 Budget for Math and Early Literacy is $537,221.

Complete/
Ongoing
Complete/
Ongoing

Develop strategic procurement plan.

Complete/
Ongoing

Create Technology Strategic Design
Team with representation from
Division of Business Operations and
Division of Instructional Services.

Develop equipment replacement
schedules.

 The Strategic Procurement Plan was developed and
presented to the Board of Trustees on January 30, 2017.
 Equipment replacement schedules were developed in
January 2017 in the areas of athletics, fine arts, facilities,
transportation, child nutrition, safety and security, technology,
and school health.
 Technology Strategic Design Team (TSDT), comprised of
Assistant Superintendent for Business Operations,
Assistant Superintendent for Instructional Services,
Director for Instructional Technology, Director for Network
Support Services, Director for Purchasing Services,
Director for State and Federal Programs, Director for
Career Technical Education, along with the Coordinator
for Instrctional Materials and Student Records
accomplished the following initiatives:
o Developed classroom technology standards
o Coordinated the sale of surplus technology equipment
yielding over $350K
o Developed equipment replacement schedules
o Planned for strategically spending federal entitlement
grants to meet technology needs
o Developed McAllen ISD Digital Ranger Academy – an
online learning system for district-wide professional
development
o Implemented single-sign on for electronic textbooks.
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COMPLETED DURING YEAR 2: 2017-2018

Objective 7.3: Maintain financial stability in the District to achieve the most
effective and efficient use of taxpayer dollars, while maintaining excellent
academic and extracurricular programs, along with technology and facility
improvements.
Status

Complete/
Ongoing

Action Steps

Achieve the most effective and efficient
use of taxpayer dollar.

Performance Metrics – Year 2 (2017-18)

 District elected to use the Declared Disaster Tax Rate









Complete/
Ongoing

Complete/
Ongoing

Complete/
Ongoing

Option to generate additional $7M in state aid for onetime expenditures.
District’s total expenses were $2.5M less than total
revenues generated.
Savings and cost avoidance in certain payroll and
operating costs were achieved.
Costs of District’s programs decreased by 2.29% from
prior year.
The yearly average weighted yield for investment
earnings increased from 0.252% in 2015-2016 to 0.707%
in 2016-2017 as a result of the District investing in high
yielding securities. This resulted in an increase to
interest income of $340,885, more than twice the amount
from prior fiscal year.
A 2014, 2015, and 2016 Property Value Study was
conducted and the District received additional state
funding of $2.9M.
The district received the 2014 School Health & Related
Services (SHARS) cost settlement revenue in the
amount of $550,422 as of June 30, 2017.

 Sale of surplus equipment yielded $532,322 as of June. 30,
2017.
Improve teacher salaries with
 2016-2017
McAllen ISD Average teacher salary was
 $1,194
Sponsorship
andthe
advertising
yielded
$127,059.04
competitive market-based
less than
local market
median
or at 98%as of
June 30, 2017.
compensation plan.
difference
from Market.
 2017-2018 McAllen ISD Average teacher salary is
now only $237 less than the local market median or
at 100% of Market.
 2016-2017 McAllen ISD 20 Year Experience Teacher
salary was $2,345 less than the local market median or at
96% difference from Market.
 2016-2017 McAllen ISD 20 Year Experience
Teacher salary is now $730 less than the local
market median or at 99% difference from Market.
 District moved from 8th rank order in 0-year teacher salary
to 7th rank order (Ranking 1-6 - La Joya, Weslaco, Mission,
Harlingen, PSJA, Edinburg).
Develop multi-year enrollment
 District developed multi-year student enrollment
projections that result in more accurate
projections through FY 2022.
personnel expenditure projections to
 District utilized enrollment projections to develop strategic
more effectively budget payroll costs
staffing analysis.
 District developed staffing projections and utilized them in
the budgeting process.
Budget to include allocations to enhance  Budget for STEAM+ is $571,816.
academic programs.
 Budget for Robotics is $269,816.
 Budget for Campus Allocation Increases $538,575.
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Complete/
Ongoing

Continue Technology Strategic Design  Technology Strategic Design Team (TSDT), comprised
Team with representation from
of Assistant Superintendent for Business Operations,
Division of Business Operations and
Assistant Superintendent for Instructional Services,
Division of Instructional Services.
Director for Instructional Technology, Director for
Network Support Services, Director for Purchasing
Services, Director for State and Federal Programs,
Director for Career Technical Education, along with the
Coordinator for Instrctional Materials and Student
Records, accomplished the following initiatives:
o Implemented Disaster Recovery Phase I
o Purchased printers for student Chromebook printing
o Awarded RFP for sale of surplus technology
equipment
o Continued implementation of single-sign on for
electronic textbooks.

MCALLEN ISD STRATEGIC PLAN
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Appendix: Community Outreach
-Focus Group Comments

Focus Groups Comments
Purpose
Engage all stakeholders in discussions to seek input about their hopes for students education in the
21st century. The intent of the meetings is to speak to a variety of people including students, parents,
business members, teachers, and community leaders/members to gather as much input as possible.
The students’ role is to provide input on the purpose of school and how it could better meet their
needs to help them reach their goals.

Process
The focus groups are facilitated by an Engage coach who asks questions of the group, ensures that
all participants are able to voice their input, and records all of the input for data analysis and
aggregation. Focus groups meet for an hour or more with a small group to ensure the opportunity for
input and for clarifying the input from each stakeholder group. The focus groups are one (1) of three
(3) methods that input is triangulated for the design team. The triangulation process offers
opportunity to validate data from soliciting input in three different venues: summits, focus groups, and
online survey.

Products
•

•

The Design Team uses the information from the focus groups, the survey results, and the
educational summits to design the district learner profile, outcomes, and goals for the
district. In each step of the Design process, the input from the stakeholders is considered
before and during the decision-making process.
Although individual comments are recorded, the goal of the design team is to look for patterns
from the data. Therefore, outlying comments are considered, but will not influence decisions if
the sentiments are nebulous to the trends expressed by the majority of the community
stakeholders.
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Directors

What are your highest hopes
for students as a result of their
time in school?

What skills are important for
learners today?

What do students need to be
doing every day in school to
prepare for their future?

What is the role of the teacher
in this new learning
environment?

What systems (e.g., time, place,
curriculum, etc.) need to
change to support this new
learning environment?

Self-learners; self-motivated; confident
Problem solvers; engaged learners
Socially confident and academically competitive
Independent thinkers that can change the world
Creative; multi-lingual/multi-cultural
Can compete internationally
Have fun; build friendships
Explorers; Life-long learner
College and career ready regardless of background
Contributing citizens
Social skills; entrepreneurial skills
Higher order cognitive skills
Scientific research skills, math analysis, computer/coding skills
Language; writing, study, research skills
Collaboration; Leadership;
tolerance Communication in more than one
language Creative problem-solving, grit;
adaptable Growth mindset
Organization; risk takers
Engaged in learning
Multi-disciplinary units
Project based learning experiences
Taking ownership for their learning
Collaborate with others
Connections to the world outside of the
school Goal-oriented; confidence
Facilitator of learning
Motivator; supporter; cheer leader
Co-learner; Let students discover
Partners with parents
Guide; role model; leader
Let go of control and let students drive the learning
Technology savvy
Passionate and inspiring
Promoting teamwork
Support failure
Centers replicating learning experiences
Problem-solving environment
Assessing with rubrics
No worksheets and no test prep
Open classrooms/writing labs/research labs
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How do we need to measure
success in the new education
system?

Administrators
What are your highest hopes
for students as a result of their
time in school?

What skills are important for
learners today?

New scheduling with blocks of time including discovery time
Longer time for research and science labs
Open, flexible learning environments
Collaborative time for teachers and students
Enable staff to become decision makers
Programs and space to offer services to develop parents through
education
Online courses
Computer access to all students
Small learning environments; upgrade facilities
Number and modalities of testing
Cross-curricular curriculums
Rubrics; projects; presentations
Competitions; service projects
Competencies
ACT/SAT exams
TSI/IB exams
Graduation from college
Licenses and certificates
Endorsements and Bi-literacy seals
Peer review teams
Workforce readiness
Able to work as a team; communicator
Demonstrate a solid work ethic
Be creative; innovative thinker
Problem-solver; critical thinkers
Academically prepared for career options
Contributes to their community
Catalyst for change; competitive
Independent and self-sufficient
Add value to an organization and society
Be prepared for college or the work place
Able to overcome barriers that may come their way
Productive citizens able to support their families
Well-rounded socially and emotionally
Goal focused
Learning because they don’t lack food
Intrinsically motivated
Proud of their learning and those who affected it
Interpersonal relationships
Acquiring a second language
Research; social skills
Working collaboratively; interacting with others
Communication; presenting
Real-world opportunities
Technology; visionary; computer science
Open forum for discussions
Coping; respect; ethics
Growth mindset
Literacy skills; reading, writing, math
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What do students need to be
doing every day in school to
prepare for their future?

What is the role of the teacher
in this new learning
environment?

What systems (e.g., time, place,
curriculum, etc.) need to
change to support this new
learning environment?

Adaptability; time management
Researching; working with others
Project-based learning; real-world projects
Hands-on collaborative activities
Making trans-disciplinary connections
Character education
Set their minds to thinking everyday
Service learning
Practicing soft skills
Units that allow for engaging; thinking critically
Reading for enjoyment
Sharing ideas and perspectives
Reflecting daily and thinking about how to improve for the next
day
Elements of differentiation with challenges at multiple levels
Safe, welcoming school
Strong partnerships with external entities
Role models; mentors
Advocate for students; cheerleader
Community partners
Well-prepared
Passionate
Let students voice their ideas and concerns
Inspire; encourage; give hope
Generate confidence; be a positive influence
Culturally aware of our children and their socio-economic status
Raise expectations so students can reach their potential
Foster opportunities to grow intellectually
Provide opportunities for collaboration and creativity
Technology savvy
Knowledgeable of content
Creates an environment of belonging
Facilitate learning rather than lecture
Communicates with parents and others
Continuous learner
Professional development system that is relevant
Flexible scheduling
Stronger parent involvement
Viable curriculum
Time/master schedules
More after school programs
Funding for curriculum planning in the summer
Standardized curriculum needs to be differentiated
Internships
Campus upgrades
Flexible learning environments
Content area are taught in isolation not integrated
Provide upper-level courses to lower levels; high school credit
courses in middle school
Challenge learners
Magnet schools that specialize
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How do we need to measure
success in the new education
system?

Instructional Services

What are your highest hopes
for students as a result of their
time in school?

What skills are important for
learners today?

What do students need to be
doing every day in school to

Grades should be reorganized according the mastery
Hiring system; staffing that supports parent involvement
Transportation system that supports flexible scheduling
Planning days throughout the year
Facilities that match 3.0 and include CTE opportunities
Communication of well-planned expectations and events in a
timely manner
System for campus input in district decision-making to offer
feedback
Up to date science labs; equity across the district
Professional development for non-core
Offer acceleration program to allow students to accelerate
through school not just remediate
Smaller class sizes
Teachers collaborating with different industries in the community
College enrollment; certificates earned
Drop-out; graduation rates
Teacher attendance; retention
Personal growth plans
Programs offered and enrollment
Portfolios
College/career readiness
Global competition
Students gain a year’s growth in academics
Expanded endorsement programs and enrollment with qualified
staff
SAT/ACT scores
Scholarships; dual enrollment; associate degrees earned
Longitudinal studies on post-secondary graduates
Resilience; independent thinkers
Life-long learners
Desire to be more than mediocre
Follow their passion whether it leads to trade school or college
Be fully prepared to succeed in post-secondary institutions
Don’t settle but expand your horizons
Ask questions and seek answers
Be confident to take risks and not afraid to fail; when they fail
they grow
Resilience; motivation
Problem-solve/critical thinking; research skills
Interpersonal skills
Collaboration; leadership
Communication skills
21st Century skills
Media communication
Self-regulation; curiosity; ethical
Reading, writing, math kills
Technology
Conducting meaningful conversations and making connections
Hands-on learning
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prepare for their future?

What is the role of the teacher
in this new learning
environment?

What systems (e.g., time, place,
curriculum, etc.) need to
change to support this new
learning environment?

How do we need to measure
success in the new education
system?

Support Staff

What are your highest hopes
for students as a result of their
time in school?

Active participant in the teaching
Have to be self-learners not just rely on the teacher
Study careers
Develop good study skills
Students should be active participants in teaching and learning
Be at school everyday
Authentic learning
Embedded technology in content areas
Facilitator; tour guide
Cheer leader; motivator
Inspire students to go above and beyond
Make a difference in a student’s life
Facilitate; let the students be a part of the learning
Provide complex problem-solving and critical thinking
opportunities
Leader; counselor
Flexible
Ask students to write and verbalize solutions in more than one
way
CIF in our schools K-12
Collaborative group work; Classroom talk
No more standardized tests
Reduce benchmark tests
Class sizes need to be reduced
Lessons need to support active learning
Change the schedule to provide students more time to
collaborate and be creative
Environments that support collaborative learning
No textbook driven instruction; need multiple resources
Teach in different ways other than multiple choice
Need new spaces in schools to provide authentic learning
opportunities
We need parameters on what principals are allowed to do on
campuses relative to scheduling
Assessments that are not paper based
Project-based learning projects
Attendance rates
Authentic assessments
Both qualitative and quantitative measures
Student portfolios
Community service
Published works
Combination of data collection; testing, student growth,
participation
Report cards
UIL participation
Responsible human beings who are able to function in
the community
Life-long learners
Learn to give back to their community
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What skills are important for
learners today?

What do students need to be
doing every day in school to
prepare for their future?

What is the role of the teacher
in this new learning
environment?

What systems (e.g., time, place,
curriculum, etc.) need to
change to support this new
learning environment?

How do we need to measure
success in the new education
system?

Teachers

What are your highest hopes
for students as a result of their

Be a global citizen
College ready and able to succeed in higher education and work
force
Be surrounded by individuals who believe in them
Graduate and become productive members of society
Communication; social skills; values
Interpersonal skills
Respect; responsibility
Time management; responsibility; coping
Analytical
Coping skills
Anger management
Using technology
Career awareness; research professional roles
Test prep for college assessments; ACT/SAT
Current events
Networking with other classes
Study habits; critical thinking
Public speaking/group discussions
Cultural awareness
Model the expected skills and behaviors
Getting to know each student individually
Facilitate; motivate
Set high expectations; smile
Keep students engaged
Great communicator; family, phone calls, newsletter)
Mentor; advocating for their students
Set clear expectations
Students need to be held accountable for their actions
Update technology
Hands-on teaching
Block scheduling; thematic instruction
Be pro-active not re-active
Testing needs to be reconsidered
Engage parents to be a part of the learning
Updated software
Change in-service/teacher training
Intervention program for all special populations to be
implemented with fidelity
Students measure their own growth; self-evaluation
Physical well-being
Academic preparedness
Student confidence
Measure according to desired outcomes
Projects; portfolios
Academic completion
Parental involvement
Individual achievement/growth
Students take home “new” knowledge every day
They can do anything with or without the money for college
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time in school?

What skills are important for
learners today?

What do students need to be
doing every day in school to
prepare for their future?

What is the role of the teacher
in this new learning
environment?

What systems (e.g., time, place,
curriculum, etc.) need to
change to support this new
learning environment?

How do we need to measure
success in the new education
system?

Community/Business

What are your highest hopes

Be prepared to succeed in college or their career/work force
Be ready and prepared for whatever everyday life may bring
Sense of belonging and feel accepted so that they have high
hopes for themselves
Reading, writing, problem-solving
Communicate verbally
Defend and support their thinking
Time management
Resourceful; thinking critically
Adaptable; flexible
Read well and communicate
Social skills
Group or partner work
Real world problems
Globally competent
Collaborate
Using technology
Asking questions
Discussing their ideas; working with peers in creative
investigations
Making connections
Learning what they are passionate about
Guide; facilitator; coordinator
Life-long learner
Leader; explorer; partner
Advocate; ignite; nurture
Provide opportunities for real-work experiences
Not the centralized source of knowledge
Hold students accountable
Limit standardized testing
Smaller class sizes
More time for ELA and math in middle school
Update the curriculum
Teacher pay
Food… kids don’t eat because they don’t like the food
Training with campuses that have proven success; want to learn
from a 3.0 school so that we can move away from 2.0
Learning spaces
Freedom on curriculum; environments need to foster
collaboration and inquiry
Better facilities with Wi-Fi that works
Portfolios; projects
Community Involvement; service opportunities
Assess the whole child; individual growth
Measure beyond standardized tests
Certifications; college completion
Tracking students after graduation
Teacher input; retention rates
Exit interviews
Be prepared to hit the ground running
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for students as a result of their
time in school?

What skills are important for
learners today?

What do students need to be
doing every day in school to
prepare for their future?

What is the role of the teacher
in this new learning
environment?

What systems (e.g., time, place,
curriculum, etc.) need to
change to support this new
learning environment?

College and/or career ready
To have a strong foundation and ability to think critically
Love to learn
Accept failure and tackle challenges
Raising the bar of our students who are graduating and staying
local
Opening their eyes to ideas, skills, thoughts that they might
never be exposed to
Competitive across the state and world
Reduce the fear of failure
High technology skills; Google apps
Time management
Soft skills; English proficiency
Basic literacy skills
Critical thinking; problem-solving; decision-making
Ability to communicate verbally and in writing
Strong basic skills: reading, math, writing
College credit or certifications
Work computer programs
Self-directed; initiative; ambition
Balance between technology use with their skills rather than
instead of their skills
Shadow businesses
Use the latest educational equipment
Accepting and tackling challenges
Civic involvement
Interacting with or through community projects
Thinking and not rote memorization
Financial literacy
Team teaching between core and career teachers
Compete beyond geographical boundaries
Project-based learning; work with corporations from elementary
and further
Exploring advances in the vicinity; health care system
Shadow employers; student mentors in business
More opportunities for collaborative learning
Be leaders; inspire their students
Engaged in updated technology
Facilitator; counselor; guide
Project-based learning
Mentor; encouraging; inspire
Set expectations; set high expectations and help students
achieve them
Giving students the tools they need
Use technology effectively
More planning time for teachers
Increase in foundation and critical thinking skills
Increased parent involvement
Classroom management
Web-based platform to allow information to flow between
teachers and parents
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How do we need to measure
success in the new education
system?

Non-Profit Organizations

What are your highest hopes
for students as a result of their
time in school?

What skills are important for
learners today?

What do students need to be
doing every day in school to
prepare for their future?

Competitive recruitment of teachers; losing veteran teachers
because of inadequate compensation
Extra mile scholarships
District needs to be consistent in implementation of systems;
iPad deployment was inconsistent
Use data has and other information to move into the classroom
More teacher preparation and planning time;allow flexibility
Teachers post learning to allow parents to view and supplement
Consistent website across the schools and district for
Communication and parent accessibility to connect to the
learning in the classrooms
Number of students going to jobs above the minimum wage
Test results
Evaluate campus rating system
Evaluate college readiness
Focus on core measures
Random sampling of student and parents; surveys
Alumni and community involvement
IB participation; STEM enrollment; vocational programs
Measure number of students leaving district to enroll in other
districts
They become young professionals
Well mannered; work force ready
Confident that they can hold their own with students across the
world; independent
Become bilingual/bicultural work force appreciating diversity
Students should be well-rounded to be an active and successful
part of the community
Technology savvy
Encouraged to discover those aspects that encourage them
Globally competitive
Return to their community
Be well-manner and self-sufficient
Ability to fully comprehend
Nutrition
Technology
Grammar
Resilient; creative; resourceful
Tech savvy
Bilingual
Independent thinkers; critical thinking; problem-solving
Leadership with global mindset
Multi-lingual; bilingual
Financial literacy
Health conscious
Students conversing; having fun in lectures
Project-based learning and in groups
Spanish and English speaking
Set goals
Value volunteering
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What is the role of the teacher
in this new learning
environment?

What systems (e.g., time, place,
curriculum, etc.) need to
change to support this new
learning environment?

How do we need to measure
success in the new education
system?

Elementary Parents

What are your highest hopes
for students as a result of their
time in school?

What skills are important for
learners today?

Need to be challenged Learning
from one another
More science and social studies
Integrate math and reading into science and social studies
Read the newspaper
Study current events
Well rounded individual with training
Planner; guide
Address all learners and learning styles
Life-long learner
Inspire; be a moral compass
Provide opportunities to showcase learning: student
conferences, public forums
Monitor progress
Not focusing on standardized testing
Encouraging; respectful; smiling and welcoming
Be a good listener
Adapt the curriculum to the way student learn
Support system for teachers
Feedback between teachers and administrators; open
conversations
Positive health and wellness
International student exchanges
Open dialogue in decision-making
Measure application of theory to real-life situations
Larger budge for teacher resources so are not dependent upon
applying for grants
Safe environment with healthy food
Data collection; surveys
Graduation rates
Employment
Teacher satisfaction
College admissions
Ability to express thoughtful ideas backed by data
Ability to comprehend complex constructs
To gain the necessary skills for academic success
A solid foundation that will make our child more successful and
marketable in society
Have fun learning; engage in problem-solving with their peers
To be prepared to make positive contributions to our community
To be independent to go in their own path
To be globally competitive
Post graduate education; higher earning jobs for South Texas
Encouraged to discover those aspects that encourage them
Return to their community
Technology savvy
Cultural diversity
Math, science, reading skills; cursive writing
Problem-solving; decision making
Bilingual; multilingual
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What do students need to be
doing every day in school to
prepare for their future?

What is the role of the teacher
in this new learning
environment?

What systems (e.g., time, place,
curriculum, etc.) need to
change to support this new
learning environment?

Open minded attitude
Communication; social skills
Technology knowledge
Financial literacy;
Health conscious
Resourceful
Learning the basic skills that are not limited to just math and
writing but include technology and reading books
Be aware of current events at home and around the world;
learning history
Read, public speaking, and social skills
Integrate math and reading in science and social studies in non
tested years
Giving speeches
Studying current and daily events from around the world
More of a collaboration between the teacher and students
Respect; positive
Provide feedback; engages the students
Adapt the curriculum to teach the way students are learning;
differentiates
Support the learning
Provide encouragement
Well-rounded; listener
Mentor; problem-solver
Communicates
Consistent; happy and smiling
Dedicated; wants to be there
Freely designing learning in their classrooms without the
principal dictating
Stop asking teachers and other professionals to do extra work
outside his/her teaching duties
Larger budget for teachers to use for resources; not have to
apply for a grant to provide the resources for the student
Continuity
Top tiered teachers
More learning and less memorizing
Multiple options for students so that all students don’t need IB
Professional development with follow-up on implementation
Uniform classes, like robotics, offered and supported across
schools with resources and staffing
Parental component to not require teachers to substitute for the
parent
Safe environment with healthy food
Equal funding so that the PTO isn’t funding what should be
happening in the school system; lack of parental involvement
shouldn’t keep schools from receiving the resources they need
Strong principal structure that doesn’t rule with an iron fist
Analyze historical patterns to find out how McAllen has gone
from the most desired school district to the way it is now
Communicate and conduct surveys to find out why teachers are
leaving; how we get good teachers back; find out what
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How do we need to measure
success in the new education
system?

Middle and High School
Parents

What are your highest hopes
for students as a result of their
time in school?

What skills are important for
learners today?

What do students need to be
doing every day in school to
prepare for their future?

What is the role of the teacher
in this new learning
environment?

What systems (e.g., time, place,
curriculum, etc.) need to
change to support this new
learning environment?

teachers need
Top facilities to support top teachers
How kids feel about their teachers
Questionnaires; surveys
Exit interviews; turnover rate
Number of teachers and students leaving the school district

Culturally and historically aware of their immediate environment
and world
Can distinguish between what they want to be in the future and
be prepared for any choice; not limited in their choices; not feel
like they have to conform
Accept themselves as an individual
Feel accepted about the choice of their future
Know it’s OK to make their own choices and it doesn’t have to be
college
Accepting of different students
Proud; confident; have a high self-esteem
Well-rounded; volunteer; be civic minded; dedicated
Communication, interpersonal, and presentation skills
Empathetic; good judge of character
Sympathetic; patient
Responsible for their actions
Selfless; respectful; have manners
Globally aware and responsible
Communication with classes of blended students of various
abilities; listening
Hands-on; tactile learning opportunities
Individual learning; students teaching each other
Balance between activity-based, independent, hands-on and
basic writing and reading and math
Uses technology appropriately
Communicating with confidence
Conversing in English
Taking notes; writing legibly
Recognizes different learning style and teach to different learning
styles
Respectful; professional and ethical
Be an example/role model
Passion; dedicated; excited; caring; patient; attentive; happy
Communicates with parents on a regular basis
Dress professionally
Develops relationships with students;
Empathetic to students
Focused on the students
Have vocational/CTE endorsements to not force students to
choose college
Develop parent programs to be informed on current trends in
student learning and be competitive to communicate with
students the way they’re learning; bring generations together
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How do we need to measure
success in the new education
system?

Reduce the student to teacher ratio; select and recruit the best
teachers
Professional development: pedagogy, induction, doesn’t require
teachers to be out of the classroom; give stipends to attend or
extend the teacher contract period to include more staff
development
Classrooms without so much strictness and structure
Communication: Post teachers email addresses on website to
allow parents to communicate with them
Put parents at ease for transition activities
Allow teachers to learn from each other
Parent classes on technology
Intentional use of technology with measureable products
Student and teacher turnover
Graduation rates from high school and college
Certification; endorsement rates
Track students after graduation
Survey happiness
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Appendix: Community Outreach
-Survey Results

McAllen ISD Community Survey May 2016
Q1: What is your role in McAllen ISD? Please choose all that apply. (¿Cuál función desempeña
usted en McAllen ISD? Por favor marque todas las opciones que le correspondan.)
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Q2: What aspects of McAllen ISD do you value the most? Please choose up to three
(3) answers. (¿Cuáles aspectos de McAllen ISD valora más? Por favor elija hasta tres
(3) opciones.)
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Q3: In the context of the 21st Century, what are the most important skills for students to
possess in order to be successful? Please choose all that apply. (¿Cuáles son las destrezas
más importantes que deben tener los alumnos para lograr el éxito en lo que se refiere al Siglo
XXI? Por favor marque todas las opciones que le correspondan.)
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117

Q4: What are your highest hopes for your student(s) in McAllen ISD as a result of their time in
school? Please choose up to five (5) options below that best describe your highest hopes.
(¿Cuáles son sus mejores deseos para los alumnos de McAllen ISD como resultado del
tiempo que pasan en la escuela? Por favor elija hasta cinco (5) de las siguientes opciones que
describan sus mejores deseos.) Students will (Los alumnos)....
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Q5: What does learning in McAllen ISD need to look like to make those hopes a reality? What
kinds of tasks, activities, and / or work do students need to be doing on a daily basis to be
prepared for the future? Please choose up to five (5) activities from the list below that you
think are most important. (¿Cómo debe ser el aprendizaje en McAllen ISD para hacer esos
deseos una realidad? ¿Qué tipo de actividades y/o trabajo deben llevar a cabo los alumnos
a diario para estar preparados para el futuro? Por favor elija hasta cinco (5) actividades de la
siguiente lista que usted piense que sean las más importantes.)
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Q6: What does teaching need to look like in McAllen ISD to make those hopes a reality?
What is the role of the teacher? Please choose one (1) role from the list. (¿Cómo debe ser la
enseñanza en McAllen ISD para poder hacer esos deseos una realidad? ¿Cuál función
desempeñará el maestro? Por favor elija una (1) función de la siguiente lista.)
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Q7: What should the characteristics be of a district/campus leader in McAllen ISD? Please
choose up to five (5) from the choices below. (¿Cuáles deben ser las características de un
dirigente del distrito/campus? Por favor elija hasta cinco (5) de las siguientes opciones. )
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Q8: What needs to change in McAllen ISD to support students? Please choose the five (5)
most important changes from the list below. (¿Que debe cambiar en McAllen ISD para
brindar este apoyo a los alumnos? Por favor elija los cinco (5) cambios más importantes de
la siguiente lista.)
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Q9: To support today's learning, how should technology be used / improved? Please choose
up to five (5) answers. (¿Cómo debe usarse/mejorar la tecnología para apoyar el aprendizaje
de hoy? Por favor elija hasta cinco (5) respuestas.)
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Q10: How should school effectiveness be measured? What are your ideas for what you want
to know about student performance and school effectiveness beyond standardized testing
and state accountability? Please choose the five (5) best options from the list below. (¿Cómo
se debe medir la eficacia de las escuelas? ¿Cuáles son sus ideas acerca del conocimiento
que tiene del desempeño estudiantil y la eficacia de las escuelas más allá de los exámenes
estandarizados y rendición de cuentas al estado? Por favor elija las cinco (5) mejores
opciones de la siguiente lista.)
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Appendix: Community Outreach
-Summit Report

Happy/Successful

College. Career, or job ready

Creators of their own futures/Realize their dreams

Choices in post-graduation plans and career paths

Cultivate individual strengths and passions

Productive members of society

Competitive for a global work environment

Make contributions to local and global communities

Ability to think critially and solve problems

Life-long learner

Lead balanced lives

Communicate Well with Others: Written and Oral

0

2

15

10

12

10

8

19

(125 Total Responses)

20

25

30

38

40

42
48

50

55

60

What are the highest hopes for your graduates?

McAllen ISD Community Summit Report
April 2016

69
70

80

4

Love of Learning

0

4

Risk-taker

6

Time Management

16

Understand Personal Strengths

Communication: Written/Verbal

Basic Literacy

Problem-solving/ Critical Thinking

10

16

Independent Thinking

Collaboration

16

13





20

Other:

Technology Skills/Appropriate Use of

Social Skills

6

5

Creativity

Multilingual

4

3

Other

Globally Aware

2

Adaptability

28

30

30

33

40

The most important skill is grit.
Service oriented.
General culture.

50

51

What skills do you believe are most important for
graduates of McAllen ISD in order for them to be
successful? (102 Total Responses)

60

3

Mentor

6

Role model

Facilitator/guide

Designer of challenging, engaging lessons

Deliverer of instruction

Provider of multiple opprtunities for success in a riskfree environment

5

6

Adapts to change

Motivator

6

5

Coach, encourager

0

2

Creative

Uses technology to enhance instruction

1

Other

10

12

11

15



19

20

25

30

35

40

44

45

Teachers should help kids develop all
life skills, not only academics.

15

Other:

In the new learning environment, what is the role of
the teacher? (79 Total Responses)

50

5

9
9

Smaller class sizes

Small group, hands-on instruction

Flexible learning environment

Using technology for learning

Working collaboratively in groups

Engaging in relevant tasks

0

Communicating with their peers, mentors, locally and…

9

8

Safe and welcoming schools
Modify school day

8

7



Other:

Taking responsibility for their own learning

Solving real problems and thinking critically

6

5

Seeking their own answers to questions

3

6

1

Taking risks and learning from their mistakes

Meaningful Staff Development

More recreational time

Other

10

11
14

15

16
20

20

23

More professionals within the school
beyond the teacher to provide
students guidance and support.

What does school need to look like to support these
new roles? Time? Organization? Tools? Place?
Measures of success? (69 Total Responses)

25

0

4

Intimidation

5

8

Lectures/Homework

Low expectations

Teach the test

Empahasis on Testing/Student Stress

Other

8

7

Textbooks/Worksheets

Large Class Sizes

7

6

Teacher Centered

Whole Group Instruction

4

3

Hiring Ineffective Employees
Limit initiatives

3

2

Lack of Student Reponsibility for Learning

Cutting Recess

9

10

15













Other:

20

22
25

25

30

35

40
40

Stop food regulations.
Limiting student conversations in the
cafeteria
Stop underpaying employees.
Change school start times.
Stop making everything a competition.
Stop teacher training that is over the same
process.
Stop emphasizing college.
Stop skimping on school improvements.
Stop Common Core.

What do we need to stop doing? (69 Total Responses)

45

Alternative Assess/Portfolios

Graduation

Surveys/test data

Track students

Respond to Real World issues

2

4

5

College enrollment

4
5

3

College/Career/Job ready

Grades/Course Completion

0

2

Successful/happy

Community Service

2

Other

6





Other:

8

8

9
10

10

11

12

14
14

Determine what comprises a healthy, growing
community, what McAllen community aspires to
become and use appropriate metrics to gauge how
well the school district helps to further those
aspirations.
Have graduates come back and give talks to the
students

How will we measure school effectiveness beyond
standardized testing and accountability? (48 Total Responses)

16
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ADDENDUM
McAllen Independent School District Strategic Plan
Creation of the Strategic Plan began in the spring of 2016. As a living document, it exists in a state of
perpetual improvement and refinement designed to foster continual foresightedness.
In May of 2016, the McAllen Independent School District moved to bring all resources together to assess
the District’s short plans and develop comprehensive long range plans that are in sync with the community’s
values while catapulting our District to the next level. The District gathered input from more than 2,000
members of the community. This extensive outreach was done through a series of Town Hall meetings,
Focus Group Meetings, and a widely disseminated survey instrument.
In the summer of 2016, the District created the District Strategic Design Committee, which was made up of
a group of parents, educators, and community representatives. This group was brought together for a series
of day-long meetings during which they reviewed the community input and all other District resources. This
community-based committee created seven Strategies, each with Objectives. Further, members identified
specific Action Steps, which they directed the District to complete within one year. The committee identified
other Action Steps that were scheduled for completion within two and three years. The District then added
the District’s Goals, the measures by which the Superintendent is evaluated.
The McAllen Independent School District Strategic Plan was approved on September 26, 2016 by the
McAllen Independent School District Board of Trustees. Implementation began immediately afterwards
and the Plan was posted on the website.
During the 2016-2017 School Year, the District implemented all Objectives and Action Steps, including
those identified for Years Two and Three. A new Performance Metrics component was added to measure
action taken. The Year One Report was presented to the Board on May 8, 2017 and to the Committee
on June 14, 2017.
During the 2017-2018 School Year, the District continued to make improvements to the Plan. On February
21, 2018, the Strategic Plan was awarded “Best of Category” at the Texas Public School Relations
Association State Conference. The District reported to the Board and the Committee on April 4, 2018.
The Plan was revised and reposted on the District website in July 2018. During the 2017-2018 School
year, updates/revisions were made to pages 10, 12, 13, 17, 18, 20, 29, and 39.
Revisions made to this Strategic Plan will continue to be noted in blue and dated here as they occur.
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